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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Viking ships which plowed the turbulent Northern
Seas over a thousand years ago were manned by blond giants,
seemingly sprimg from the pages of Norse mythology. What
Chaucer wrote of his seaman in the l^th century,
"Of nyce conscience took he no keepe
If that he faught and hadde the hyer hond.
By water he sente hem hoom to every lond"
was already an ancient story in the ninth and tenth cen-
turies. Viking blood burned with the lustful thirst for
new shores to pillage and harass. Viking eyes, the color
of northern skies were fastened on an ever-receding horizon.
The spirit of adventure grew like yeast in the bloodl-^ As
the yeast cells multiply and swell with an intense, inherent
vitality, so the spirit of hardihood and daring waxed strong
in the Norsemen. Ambition for conquest was at once a goad
and a lever. It drove them forward and it gave them power.
•Their native magnificent physique was the able medium for
that adventurous surging of spirit. They conquered the
ocean when other races kept to their harbors and inland
seas. "Alone among early mariners, it is said, the Vikings
anchored their ships with prov/s to the open ocean; even in
'-Ole E. Rolvaa^?;, Their Fathers' God (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1931), p. 206.

harbor, they faced horizons."-'- The great blond men left
their impress upon Normandy, upon England and Ireland and
the northern shores of Europe. 2 in a barbaric age, the
fruits of their ambitious vitality were conquest, despolia-
tion and rapine. 3 it is not strange that in a newer age
when ambition has been refined with the passing of time and
the burgeoning of civilization, the descendants of these
Norsemen should adventure forth to battle the elements again
and wrest from a new land its fruits of wealth and oppor-
tunity. They were not fleeing revolution, nor were they
driven forth by hunger from a famine-ridden land as were the
Germans and Irish, destined to be their compatriots in their
new country. As the new land of America opened up before
them, they came, not because the old had become unbearable,
but because tales of the new land kindled the slumbering
fires in their blood. ^ The lure of the new and the unknown
beckoned. Again, they were out to conquer and receive, but
this time it was to be land and farms, wealth, opportunity,
and education.
-'Walter Havighurst, Upper Mississippi (New York:
Parrar & Rinehart, Incorporated, 1937), p. 49.
^Johan Bojer, The Emigrants (New York: Grosset &
Dunlap, 1925), p. 320.
3R8lvaag, op. cit .. p. 207.
^Bojer, op. cit ., p.l52.

The Viking of the new day had for his ship the prairie
schooner; his eyes, too, were on an ever-receding horizon.
Ee found the prairie, seemingly limitless as the ocean, and
often he discovered it as implacable, as relentless, and as
cruel. The swish-swish, "tish-ah, tish-ah, " of the prairie
grass became as the lapping of the water and he was alone
in a great immensity as if he were truly in the midst of the
ocean. ' In ages past, if he were the pirate and the marau-
der, he now must beware of the inimical forces that might
come upon him, as of old he had swooped down on others, or
the forces of nature might beat upon him with their catas-
trophic intensity.^ Again, the inherent hardihood in his
race was called forth, the driving ambition, the daring and
the courage 1
'Ole E. RBlvaag, Giants in the Earth (New York;
Harper & Brothers, I927), p. 3.
^Ibid . . p. 342.
c
CHAPTER II
PRAIRIE AI^ THE VIKING
"All the past we leave behind.
We debouch upon a newer mightier world, varied world.
Fresh and strongthe world we seize, world of labor and
the march.
Pioneers I 0 Pioneers I"
It v/as fitting that a race which had sailed and bat-
tled the sea for centuries should come to a great force in
nature like the prairie — for it, too, was in a sense, a
sea. It was a sea of earth,"^ It had the same lonely im-
mensity; it was as implacable, as insatiable and as cruel.
It was also, like the sea, a treasure house. It demanded
for its yield a hardy race and a great driving ambition.
Vigor, hardihood, and ambition met happily in the Scandina-
vian and produced a race of men equal to the prairie,
Sigurds overcoming Pafnir. Its immense and violent caprices
were met by a great strength and steadfastness. A more tem-
peramental people would have been broken by its waywardness.
Elemental, of gigantic power, it was a magnet for that race
of mankind so . freqiiently called "giant." If like calls to
like, there existed an affinity. A giant form of earth
called to a giant race of men.
It lay stretched there waiting for them. It challenged
Ibid
., p. 3.

them. It smiled on them and it warred on them. Docile and
giving and fertile, it could become in a twinkling, a roar-
ing inferno of destruction^ or a plague-ridden and barren
2thing. Its great potential for an abundant yield demanded
;
a corresponding strength and will. It would almost seem
that only a Viking had the physical power and the driving
force worthy of it. Only a Viking could plow great tracts,
sow and cultivate them, and even while anticipating the har-
vest, plan to enlarge his holdings, to acquire more and
more land, and to develop greater fields of abundsmt earth.
His was the roving eye, the far-seeing, the eye accustomed
to a far horizon, but his also was the level head, the
steady purpose, the deep courage and the fearless heart.
If his harvest was abundant, he gathered it frugally,
stored it carefully and built a greater domain. V/hen his
hoped-for and expected harvest was decimated, when locust,
drought, fire had wrought its havoc, he drew on his solid
strength and met the temperament of the prairie with un-
shaken spirit, unbov/ed head. He began again. He had a
warrior-heritage. This ability to begin again, this forti-
tude conquered the prairie in the end.
That this race of people were such worthy adversaries
York: Harper & Brothers, 1939), p. 248.
Martha Ostenso. 0 River. Remember! (New York: Dodd,
Mead & Company, 1945), p, 183.
( New
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of the great inimical forces in nature, and such cooperators
in husbanding its fruitful potential is brought out in bold
relief by the characters who suffered most from the prairie.
In Giants in the Earth, Beret is temporarily deranged by its '
lone, unchanfi;ing immensity.-^ In The Emigrants, Per f8i1 is
driven mad by the prairie. ^ in each case the prairie is
merely an aggravating influence in the first instance, a
guilt complex,-^ in the other, a brooding suspicion.^ These
two characters throw into high relief all their compatriots,
who live so normally, who laugh, who build, who plan — all
in the same colossal presence and in the teeth of the same
hardship — who live confronting the same staring, un-
changeable immensity. Manifest Destiny seems to have oper-
ated here. A race came to it of a vigor equal to its own.
A race which could resist it mood for mood, a race elemental
as itself — but with one great and saving difference. Ca-
pricious and temperamental in its moods, the prairie was at
long last conquered by an untemperamental people. Had they
not been so, it would have conquered them. They were prac-
tical, industrious, unimaginative.
In Willa Gather's 0 Pioneersl it is interesting to see
-^RSlvaag, Giants in the Earth, p. 3lt8.
^Bo.ier, op. cit., pp. 21^.1 - 2l\l^.
^R8lvaag, Giants in the Earth, p. 22k'
^Bo.ier, op. cit., p. 120.
c
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the prairie emerge in a light different from the prairie of
Rolvaag. She mentions flowers and weeds growing there.
Bojer describes a beautiful field of flowers which they came
upon — but with Rolvaag, there is only the everlasting sea
of grass.
An enp:ap;inp; touch in 0 Pioneersi is the mother's search-
ing for things to preserve, fox grapes and goose plums,
ground cherries that grow on the prairie. "She had experi-
mented even with the rank buffalo-pea, and she could not see
a fine bronze cluster of them without shaking her head and
murmuring, "'What a pityl ' "-^
Then, when as children they went to visit old Ivar, they
left the lagoons and the red grass behind them. In Ivar's
country the grass was short and gray, the land broken by
hillocks. The wild flowers disappeared and only the tough-
est and hardiest grew -- shoestring, ironweed and snow-on-
the mountain. 2 one does not feel the even, undulating earth
of Rolvaag, but a broken country, some points high, some
low.
There is beauty almost unearthly to the prairie, see it
in winter,
".. .Evenings. . .magic, still evenings surpassing in
beauty the most fantastic dreams of childhood: ... Out to the
%illa Gather, 0 Pioneersi (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1913), p. 29.
2ibld., p. 35.
1
(
••
westward so surprisingly near a glazing countenance
sank to rest on a white couch. .•set it afire... kindled a
radiance... a golden flame that flowed in many streams from
horizon to horizon; the light played on the himdreds and
thousands and millions of diamonds, and turned them into
glittering points of yellow and red, green and blue fire."^
The prairie emerges in the Rolvaag saga as a thing of
stark, immense beauty and power. Like the Grand Canyon,
like E^don Heath in The Return of the Native, it is a
Presence, strongly felt, mysterious, provocative, disturb-
ing. This Dakota prairie is the American prairie in its
most intense form — here is no softening, no compromise.
With such an immense and unmoving adversary, it was meet
that a Viking should wrestle with it, should hurl his de-
fiance at it, should build against it, and emerge trium-
phantly from it.
Man Meets the Prairie
In a special and peculiar way, the prairie belonged to
Per Hansa, the protagonist of Giants in the Earth. His
sanguine temperament met its lushness and its promise with
a vigor and a hope exceeding that of his friends. Its for-
midableness was met with his shrewdness -- if there was a
way of outwitting, trust Per to know it.^ Per Hansa was the
ideal man to come to America and wrest an abundance of
golden grain from its black, rich loam. He was a plus man,
"Rolvaac, Giants in the Earth, p. 212.
^ibid., pp. 179, 198. 199.

a happy man, a forward-looking man who found the present
good, through whose veins blood ran red and cleanly, a great
out-door person who seemed somehow more a landsman than a
seafarer for all his brave and hardy fisherman's life.-^ He
had the strong hand and the twinkling eye that reached out
to a fertile earth. There was something happy and fortunate
about him, something which could hold a margin of wheat even
during a plague of locusts.^
He was a simple child of earth. Instinctively he knew
it was good to build home and barn together in their first
winter in the wilderness. There would be mutual warmth
man and animal against the cold, 3 His family was fortunate
in having him for its head; his animals were fortunate in
having him for their owner.
The picture of Per Hansa in preparation for sowing,
shows the sum of the man, "it was wonderful to be sitting
playing with these plump precious kernels; never before had
Per Hansa been so absorbed in a task of this kind, yet it
made him thoughtful, too."^ Per Hansa's hands were the
fruitful hands, the hands which could reach out to the good
and abundant things of earth, and while his hands were busy,
llbid.
, p. 2ll|..
^Ibid.
, p. 3i|-5.
3lbid . , p. 55.
^Ibid., p. 295.
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his mind was active. He thought ahead. This seed would
multiply and there would be more next year and the next
ever Increasing, he would make the wilderness blossom, and
always a greater abundance of food for the poor the world
over.-^ "His v/onder grew as he gazed at the kernels; there
they lay, so inanimate, yet so plump and heavy, glowing with
smouldering flame. In his heart was the answering flame,
the flame of ambition, the buoyant, joyful, happy ambition
of a true lover of the earth — "Reverently he lifted hand-
ful after handful from the table and emptied it into the
sack. "3
Reverence for the miracle of life, this. Per Hansa had
in great measure. His buoyancy of spirit, his health of
body, the ever mounting ambition, and the reverence before
the great burgeoning of earth was a combination worthy of
the vast power for good or ill of the prairie.
He belonged to the prairie In a special and peculiar
way, and she claimed him for her own in the end. Driven by
his wife into her waiting arms — it was almost as if she
were waiting for an ultimate and imbroken union, and with
cold and icy arms she embraced him unto death. ^ Per Hansa
Loc. clt .
^Ibid.
, p. 296.
3loc. cit .
^Ibld , , p. l^6k'
r{
(
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was indeed a child of the earth.
Various v/ere the reactions of the nen to the prairie,
Morten Kvidal vvas always planning to return to Norway, only
to find when he did so, the prairie had exerted its magne-
tism and he had to go back again. In fact, his yearned-for
Norwegian mountains and valleys and fjords had become im-
restfull —
"shooting up and plunging. It mad him so dizzy that
he wanted to hold on to something. Was it because he was so
used to the prairie now Meanwhile, the other half of his
mind was av/ay in the prairie. He had been a leader there,
but here he was nothing. And there he owned three hundred
and twenty acres of splendid earth today and twice as much
again tomorrow."!
Per Poll's was an extreme case and unusual for a man.
He v/ould raise his "eyes to the bare prairies and they swept
the horizon. Nothing stopped them. Tlaej stare, stare —
and sometimes the prairie got to staring back."^ He had
made a moimd of earth at a little distance from his hut...
for v/hen his fits of depression were on, "when the prairie
overwhelmed him with its muggy, stifling gloom, he v/ould go
and throvi/- one or two spadefuls of earth on it, and somehow
that did him eood."3 At last, overwhelmed by his gigantic
adversary and a morbid ineradicable suspicion of his young
-'•Bojer, op. cit
., p. 26?.
^Seth K. Humphrey, Following the Prairie Frontier
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1931) > P« 131*
^Bojer, op. cit, > p, 179,
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wife's fidelity. Per Foil became pathetically, violently mad»
It is v;ell that the effect of the great plains on most
men was that of invigorating challenge, exhilarating power,
mighty exaltation. Per Hansa — giant master of the prairie
that he was was not the only one who felt a "completely
new emotion fill him and make him walk erect. • • ' Good Godi
he panted, 'This kingdom is going to be mine.'"-^
Per Hansa' s ambition to feed the world was prophetic.
Alexandra, too, saw ahead -- large, rich farms and trem.endous
production. The hero of They Sought for Paradise was imbued
with the same idealistic notion.
"He would work and save and break more land and plant
more seed, so that God's children would have full bellies, a
and the grassland would no longer be a wilderness but truly
a new Paradise ."2
This encompassing vision, this altruistic theme runs through
all of the books dealing with the prairie. These people were
not only toiling and moiling for themselves but for America,
so it could truly ultimately be "the pastures of Goshen, "3
a sweet Beulah land of milk and honey.
iRSlvaag, Giants in the Earth
, p. 36,
%ngstrand, op. clt
., p. I9I.
3R8lvaag, Giants in the Earth , p. 28.
I
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Women and the Prairie
With the women, it again was like the sea, "men must
work and women must weep." The parallel is there in a strik-
ing fashion. The men brought action to the prairie — the
women suffered it. To the men it was high adventure-; to the
women, grim endurance. But wait, there was one glorious ex-
ception — that of Alexandra Bergson. No character emerges
with more love for the land than the heroine of 0 Pioneersl
Poise, confidence, far-sightedness were hers in full measure.
Withal, she was so kind and good and natural. V/illa Gather
beautifully and powerfully describes the affinity and the
interaction of the two -- Viking maid and Titan land,
"For the first time, perhaps, since that land emerged
from the waters of geologic ages, a human face was set toward
it with love and yearning. It seemed beautiful to her, rich
and strong and glorious. Her eyes drank in the breadth of
it, until her tears blinded her. Then the Genius of the
Divide, the great, free spirit which breathes across it, must
have bent lower than it ever bent to a human will before.
The history of every country begins in the heart of a man or
a woman."
What a forcible contrast is Beret Holm's reaction "...
Was this the place? .. .Here I ... Could it be possible?..."
"...How will human beings be able to endure this place?..."
she thought. "Why, there isn't even a thing one can hide
behindl"^
Gather, op. cit
., p. 65.
^Rolvaag, Giants in the Earth
, p. 28.
3lbid., p. 29.
\ '
"•••Was that a sound she heard?... In a certain sense
she had to admit to herself it was lovely up here. The broad
expanse stretching away endlessly in every direction, seemed
almost like the ocean especially now, when darkness was
falling. It reminded her strongly of the sea, and yet It was
very different-—This formless prairie had no heart that
beat, no waves that sang, no soul that could be touched...
or cared. . .Again she listens for something there is no- -
thing but depressing silence. . .Could no living thing exist
out here in the empty desolate, endless wastes of green and
blue?. ••How could existence go on, she thought desperately?
...If life thrive and endure it must at least have something
to hide behind!.. •"!
Here was the recurring thought with Beret the open-
ness of the prairie oppressed her it was an alien thing
she took no pride in it as did Alexandra^ Beret never
loved this place. Sleeplessness tormented her. Her fears
multiplied as time went on, and v/hen Per Hansa made trips to
town for provisions she hung clothing against the window at
[
night^ — to keep the prairie from peering into her hut. To
her it grew to be a devouring hobgoblin — a devil that had
them in its clutches. Beret never compromised with her ad-
versary. When she had a large barn and plenty of cattle,
when her children were grown and the prairie was becoming a
more settled thing. Beret came into her own. Then she be-
came a quiet, purposeful, active woman. True, the prairie
left its stamp upon her, her former derangement ever hung
over her as a shadow, she was subject to the irate taunts of
j
her son as to her "madness", ever was she sensitive to
^Ibld., Po 39.
^
Ibid. , p. 107

•1
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ridicule*
"For every Beret whose mind snapped under strain of un-
accustomed privations, there v;as a Per Hansa who died with
his eyes still set toward the West."l
Like Beret, Bergitta, too, couldn't sleep properly
she became a shell of herself • The melancholy autumn days
in this monotonous expanse had been bad enough, but v/inter
was abomination. How she yearned for company, dancing,
gaietyl But at least she had a sister with whom she could
reminisce and then would feel heartened at having to stay a
little longer in America* Besides, the opportunities in this
country for children were unparalledl^ incidentally, this
seems to be a great palliative for the suffering undergone by
the mothers* Meta Grimsen says, "»Our children will not have
to be farmers. They can rise to better things in this coun-
try. ' "3 The flat, endless table-land, however, never suited
Bergitta she aged rapidly and finally pined away.
Karen complained of dizziness, and had difficulty in
eating and sleeping. The everlasting plain was overwhelming
her. One evening, however, she had seen — the brownie from
Skareti "Dreamed it? Not she. It was the sober truth...
^Bruce Nelson, Land of the Dacotahs (Minneapolis: Uni-
versity of Minnesota Press, 1%5), p. ll\.3*
%ojer, op. cit., p. 313»
^Sophus K. Winther, Take All to Nebraska. (New York:
The Macmillan Company, I936J, p. 121.

Fancy his coming with them all this way. Well, after this
everything was sure to come right Magically, from that
day on, she felt better. Her headaches and poignant nostal-
gia disappeared, for now she felt that Skaret had come to
Mohamet, and all was well.
Cold, hunger, hard v/ork, uncleanliness were hard to face J
but for Meta Grimsen, the death of her little daughter^
caused the greatest suffering. In school, her children were
bullied and beaten because they were foreigners. An ordeal
for the children, these beatings meant terrific anguish to
the mother,3 Beret Holm of RBlvaag's trilogy never had as
difficult a time physically and materially as Meta Grimsen
for Per Hansa and the boys were such go-getters. But, psy-
chologically -- the combination of guilt, (a lapse of chas-
tity before marriage and desertion of her parents) coupled
with the tiresome expanse and ungodliness of the prairie,
practically destroyed Beret.
Not the least of the harships the women had to undergo
was that of living primitively in sod huts, the bare earth
constituting the floor. Per Hansa, hov/ever, with his usual
I
resourcefulness had brought home some lime and had whitened
^Ibld., p. 106,
%/inther, op. cit
., pp, 7^* 75»
^Ibid,, p. 53
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the black earthen walls.l Settling several different times
was a bli^c^ht to many women. Small wonder that Brlgitta
Swenson became more dismal and disheartened at each depart-
ure from a spot grown familiar and dear.-
The true pioneer woman is a rare creature*
Children and the Prairie
At some time or other, all children play the game of
building. Perhaps it is an autumn hillside that invites and
entices away from the usual games of childhood. Homes are
planned and laid out, the rooms marked off by fieldstones.
It is perhaps the frosty nip in the air which calls forth
the interest for hearth and home from the young soul — and
the children surrender to the wonderfully satisfying thrill
of home building. Here is the living room and here the bed
rooms, and joy of joys, this is the fireplace. Visions of
encroaching winter and ipoasting apples, popping corn and
fireside stories lift the young heart rapturously. The walls,
seemingly insubstantial, rise in the individual minds, one a
glorious brick, another shining white, a third, the sober
gray of stone. Imagine how wonderful if these children had
the resources of the prairie at their disposal and walls of
sod could rise. How really cosy that would bei
^RBlvaag, Giants in the Earth , p. 202.
^Cornelia J. Cannon, Red Rust (Boston: Little, Brown,
& Company, 1939 )> P* ?•
(
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The pioneer children actually participated in such a
wonderful building, not for play, nor for whim, but for the
hearth and home itself. Here was a game becoming reality.
Sod houses could rise, stuff of the prairie itself, and to
aid in building these strange dwellings was an adventure.
This piling of sod upon sod had a hearty direct satisfaction,
the satisfaction in all primitive things. Children respond
to the simple and the natural — and something new is a de-
light. It is no wonder that these children became utterly
children of the new land.
Unbounding energy, perpetual motion, these belong to
childhood. The prairie stretched away on all sides. Here
was an infinity of space to meet the unbounding energy, the
perpetual motion. Every day was an adventure. Happy were
the children who had such a father as Per Hansa. Here was a
man in whom the wonder and the buoyancy of youth were ever
present. 2 Gathering wood, meeting Indians, building houses,
going fishing — to these children it was all a privilege and
a pleasure. They vied with one another to see who would ac-
company their father on his missions, v/hether it was to haul
wood or to bring back tasty fish for supper — if it were a
day»s enterprise or a week's hard work, it was the same to
•Rolvaag, Giants in the Earth
, p, 49.
•Ibid., pp. 110, 112.
I
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them, it was fun, it was exciting, it was glorlousll
The Skaret children in The Emigrants found the prairie
a spree and a sport, too. Flaxen-haired Paulina had grand
frolic spreading out the hay. Her brothers, Anders SLnd Oluf,
besought little scythes and tried in vain to keep up with
their father.^ They loved secret forages into the prairie
— "What a lark if they should get lost, or were caught by
Indians and carried off to be torturedl"3
The children in the Winther trilogy suffer a depressing
contrast. They had to be ^orodded to work, and indeed Peter
Grimsen, their father, was a stern task master. When David*
s
hands bled from pulling up morning glories, Peter beat him
into submission.^ Rebelliously, his sons wondered why they
had to work on Fourth of July and Thanksgiving* Resilience
and high spirits, however, compensated for their endless
chores.
^Ibid., p. 198.
^Bojer, op. cit
., p. 92.
3lbid ., p. 102.
^Engstrand, op. cit
., p. 1^1.
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CHAPTER III
CHARACTERISTICS
Here is a people who love the sun. A simple, elemental
people who find joy in color and talk and singing a
people who look for no sophisticated pleasures, but rather
the deep, satisfying joy in natural things. One thinks of
Per Hansa and Tonesten and Kjersti in Giants in the Earth ,
of Mrs. Lee in 0 Pioneers! They find such joy in life.
Yet these people who seem sunwise-turned can bear valiantly
the blasts of the tempest; they can face plague and cold,
privation and death with a singular courage and perseverance.
It is not strange, for these pioneers have come from a
land of contrasts. A land of abundant sim, not the scorch-
ing, intense southern sun, but a warm, lightsome, lingering
northern sun, which floods the earth and enters men's souls.
^
The flowers which blossom in profusion are the vibrant orange
and yellow ones the marigolds and calendulas hardy,
bay-facing, frost-defying onesi The tall pines move softly
In the v/ind with a murmuring sibilance. The sea murmurs
quietly, too. The sea -- there is always the sea, penetrating
into the landsman. It is calm nov/, milky, unruffled.
2
^Ole E. K8lvaag, The Boat of Longing: (New York:
& Brothers, 1933), P. !•
Loc. cltm
Harper

Indeed this is a joyous race, but as the earth turns and the
seasons shift, the long, warm, lightsome days have slipped
away. The darkness of winter brings with it a boiling, tur-
bulent sea, and how rocky and austere is the coastline —
these fjords, these rugged cliffs, this rocky soil, and a
wind forever tossing the pine trees, with an all pervasive
moaning.l This is the land of trolls and wraiths, and water- ^
spirits. Human kind must have strength and endurance through
a long night of fury, of spirits, and of noise ,2
And so these people from a land of contrasts — a land
in which they were tempered as steel is tempered, immersed
first in one intensity and then in its opposite intensity
until they merge with the very quality of steel in their
souls from such a land they came to the New Worlds
There are times when a pen picture emerges the more
clearly because of things not said; there are times when a
race emerges with its characteristics the more crystallized
by indicating characteristics which it does not possess.
The Shaleens in 0 Biver, T^ememberi are a case in point. The
Shaleens are half Irish, half Norwegian, but there are no
Norwegians in literature like these charming, witty, beauty-
Ibid
., p. 2.
»
Loc, cit.
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loving, impractical dreamers, Kate is a born teacher, but
that sympathy, the ability to put herself into the other
fellow's place, her keen, deep sensibilities are not Scand-
navian. There is something more fluid here. Surely, this
is a Celt* Steve, too, has a strong-willed bent in unortho-
dox ways. There is no strain of hard-working, money-making,
hard-headed practicality here. Here, too, is a Celt. The
third Shaleen, the wife of Texas Brazel, cast her hat over
the windmill — not a thing usual with Scandinavians — here,
again was a Celt,
These characteristics -- markedly Irish -- carried over
into the next generation. How well this was revealed in the
passage about the three little Shaleens* rescue of the field
mouse
:
"The Shaleens were all queer: Only last fall before he
had gone back to the university, Karsten had seen the three
of Steve's children on their way to school, ambling along
although it was long after nine o'clock. It had taken them
quite a while they explained seriously to force a snake to
disgorge a pretty little deer mouse and after that another
while before they were able to revive the mouse so that it
scuttered away. No, they had not killed the snake, Loren
had carried it by the tail to a safe distance from the scene
of the conflict and had let it go, ••His mother was right, of
course. The Shaleens were a shiftless lot -- misty dreamers
and loafers. They had finally got themselves a frame house,
but it had not been painted since they had given it its first
adequate coat. Then fences were always in need of repair and
even the flower garden, though things grew luxuriantly, there
was no order at all. Selma, Steve's wife, who had been such
a brisk Swedish girl before her marriage would rather sit now
and laugh with the children around a bonfire of autumn leaves
than do her housecleaning for the winter,
'Ostenso, op. cit ,, p, 259*
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Which is the better way of life? Which holds the true
values? One must decide for one»s self. One can only say
that the world needs equally desperately both "the emeralds
of the world" and the "salt of the earth."
Individualism
None of the Scandinavians like being mistaken for one
another. The Scandinavians are intense individualists and
desirous of preserving their identity. Uncle Chris in Mama'
s
Bank Accouat roared, when he found that Miss Grimes, the
school teacher had shrugged, "'Swedish, Norvi^egians — it's
all the same. ' "1.
.
.
" «Svedes? Svedes? Vat are bvedes but Nor-
vegians vit der brains knocked out?'"^
Swede and squarehead are apparently synonomous, though
any of the blond European people, of Teutonic stock or not,
are likely to be so called, indiscriminately.
Once the paymaster said to Martin Lyndendaal, shoving
the envelope at him through the barred window, "'What will
you do with it, squarehead?'"
"'I'm a Dane, and I'll thank you to call me nothing
else. ' "3
And he never forgave Charles Rosch, one of his lifelong
^Kathryn Forbes, Mania's Bank Account (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & Company, 19^3), p. 53*
2Loc. cit «
3Elizabeth D. Kaup, Not for the Meek (New York: The
jJacmillan_Company, IQlp.^*
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associates and rivals in the steel industry, for the comment,
'^«You»re the smartest squarehead I've ever known. ' Rosch
may have meant it as a compliment, Martin was fully aware,
but it ivas lucky for T^osch that night that his assistant-
night superintendent lacked the temper for murder,^
Even as a youthful seaman, Martin Lyndendaal maintained
Danish prestige. With the strange fiery Vodka going down
his beer-accustomed throat, "he v/ould have been ashamed not
to match them drink for drink, damned Swedes that they
were. ••"3
At least one Scandinavian was not bitter. This vs/as a
little Norwegian maid who said in speaking of a stranger, a
Swede, who had piled on himself nearly all the burdens of
this bewildered little immigrant's family and had gone with
them right to the nlace where they were supposed to go on
their arrival in Chicago, "'That v;ath a real nith Thwede.'"4
One wonders what lies at the basis for such violent re-
sentment. Could it be the memory of "things far away and
long ago" when there v^ere bloody internecine v/ars? Once
Sweden did command the Scandinavian peninsula, and several
times there have been various unions between the three.
llbld., p. 83.
^Ibid.
, p. 81^..
^Ibid.
, p. 51.
Waldemar Ager, I Sit Alone (New York: Harper & Brothers]
1931), p. 56.
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Could it be that the Swedes are ahead in civilization, refine-
ment, culture? Is it because Sweden is the largest, the most
rich in natural resources, is the leading manufacturing
country of the north, has the most fertile land? Perhaps
the "dumb Swede" is really the canniest — judging by these
days, it seems to be about the only country in Europe who,
up to now, during all the storm and stress, has managed to
be officially neutral and fairly comfortable.
Cleanliness
Perhaps no other people, outside their cousins, the
Germans, are as exquisite housekeepers. Irish Susie found
her Norwegian mother-in-law's spotlessness painful and even
embarrassing, when Peder's mother had tidied up her easy-
going housekeeping.
"Susie had suddenly stepped into a great cleanliness
and knew not what to do with herself. The shining nickel of
the stove glistened in many colours* The brightly polished
water kettle which had been put on to boil was sputtering
fitfully, announcing that in this day a Sabbath evening was
being observed. no land talk please. ..no uncleanliness of
any kind... let the day depart in peacel V/ith painful exact-
ness all things had been looked after and put in order. "^
The doctor coming in to look after Beret's broken hip
was surprised and mollified by "the cleanliness and Puritan-
ical orderliness in which he found himself in this farmhouse.'^
iRBlvaag, Their Fathers' God , p. l65«
^Ibid., p. 243.
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Anna, the Dane, is quite as meticulous as Beret, the
Norwegian.
"The wooden top of her kitchen table was scrubbed to a
state of almost surgical cleanliness. Everything was scrubbed
like that, one might have had dinner off the floor, as the old
phrase goes."-'-
Moving into their new home, the hungry Grimsen family had to
stand and v/ait, until the mother swabbed the dirty kitchen
and brought the tablet op to meticxilous whiteness.^
The Swedes, too, are not to be outdone in this respect.
Brigitta's log cabin was immaculate with its scoured floor,
its gleaming copper kettle and shiny stove; its smooth white
covers on the beds.-^ How clean Bertha looked and was clean,
even when she had to live in such dirty places and make
clean unspeakable and noisome messes and dirt, carrying
about in her the memory of large pine clad places, murmur-
ing winds and the sea — Bertha, the Viking.^
Doubtless one can become a slave to scrupulosity and
preciousness, even to a quality that ranks next to godliness,
but there is an aesthetic as well as a virtuous satisfaction
in a sparkling household, whether reading about one, living
in one, or perhaps most of all, in creating one.
"^Kaup, OP. cit.. p. 33^.
%inther. Take All to Nebraska, p, 21.
3cannon, op. cit. , p. 2l^,
^Fannie Hurst, Lummox (New York: Harper & Brothers,
1923), pp. I4-8, 53, 132.

Perseverance
If there was an exhortation to winnow the outstanding
quality of these Norse-Americans, there would be an embar-
rassment of choice. And yet, to perseverance dogged per-
sistence, tenacity of purpose -- would be given the palm.
Their staying power and grit in face of repeated blows was a
wonderful and fearful thing. Five successive times had the
years of the locust come upon them.-^ Some were reduced to
beggary, insanity, desertion; the majority simply hung on
and tried again. ^ Fire and drought destroyed their crops;
they tried again. Neither wind nor rain nor storm halted
this stalwart folk in their efforts to make the wilderness
bloom like the rose and prove it a veritable land of Canaan,
In other things, too, this same pertinacity abounds,
whether it was Mama who refused to be deterred by mere hos-
pital rules and regulations in visiting her little daughter
in the hospital;^ or whether it was Lotta Glasgow studying
French^ and steadily, despite difficulties, battering down
the walls barring her entrance to society; or whether it was
Matts Swenson constantly selecting, discarding, experimen-
-'RBlvaag, Giants in the Earth t p. 3l\S).
^Ibid., p. I4.25.
^Forbes, op. cit ., p. 22.
^Edna Ferber, Come and Get It (Cleveland: The World
Publishing Company, 1935) > P. 362.
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ting to produce a rust-free wheat by cross fertilization.
Einar Merssen in learning the English language was "slow
but pertinacious." Nils had been inopportunely insistent in
a request and finally realizing this, he said humbly,
"» Swedes aren't smart people. They can only think of one
thing at a time, but they think of that all the time, until
the thing is done. I ask your forgiveness.'"-^
Peter Grimsen, after failure in Massachusetts, went on
to Nebraska to try again instead of returning to Denmark.
These people believe that when trouble comes, there is
no getting away from it. The only thing is to hang on and
try again,
^
Even when the men went looking for trouble in quest
of their ladies fair this same quality of "riding in the
whirlwind and directing the storm" stood them in good stead.
Martin Lyndendaal unremittingly besieged the aristocratic
Frances Calverton with books and flowers, until she varied
her brief thank-you notes with, "'What do you expect me to
do with all the flowers, Mr. Lyndendaal? Vases are becoming
a scarcity. ' "^ Nils Nilsson crossed the ocean and endured
^Cannon, Red Rust , p. 78.
'^Anthony M. Rud, The Second Generation (New York:
Doubleday Page & Company, I923), p. ll|.7.
3Engstrand, op. cit .« p. 210
^Bojer, op. cit ., p. 20?
^Kaup, Not for the Meek
, p. 12?.

insolence and ignominy to be with Helga who for so long was
under Prophet Jansson's Svengali-like influence. Needless
to say, these men won the women of their choice.
Herr Wunsch tried to analyze what was so remarkable
about his pupil, Thea Kronberg. He finally deduced that she
hated difficult things, but in no way would ignore or try to
escape them. "She had no peace until she mastered them.
Industriousness
A cardinal trait, industriousness, was spurred on by
ownership. Inherent as this quality was with the Scandina-
vian-Americans, they were intoxicated by the possession of so
many acres of land, and begrudged each moment spent away from
labors. Per Hansa soon discovered that a fourteen-hour day
was too brief and he found he could only waste five hours for
sleep. 2 Plowing, harrowing, delving, digging, planting,
building the sod house was glorious fun to this unique
pioneer 1 3 Kal, too, arose at daybreak, even on Sundays and
worked away as usual, until he saw that his neighbors were
beginning to be up and about, for he had a feeling that God
would be more understanding and tolerant than people about
^Willa Gather, The Song of the Lark (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1915) , p. 96.
%8lvaag. Giants in the Earth , p. 1|.6.
3lbid. , p. 50.
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working on a Sunday, Peter Grlmsen likewise had indefat-
igable industry and drove himself and his sons. Peter, slav-
ing from four in the morning to nine at night, ^ thought his
American neighbors idlers. Even on Sundays, Peter found
plenty to do.
Martin Lyndendaal, forcing his way up the ladder of the
steel industry and working harder than ever before, had for
his sole relaxation for tv/o years, visits and talks at his
employer's home, and even here, the process of self-improve-
ment went on.-^ Later on, advancing, Martin took a cottage
for his wife and child on Long Island, but he himself hardly
ever saw the place, for he worked day and night.
^
Einar Merssen v/as an intriguer and schemer, but to give
the devil his due, he would get up at three in the morning,
do some fishing, would walk six miles with a load of thirty
pounds of fish or more to the butcher, and then put in a
steady day's work cutting and raking.5 Dollars piled up to
compensate him for any amount of effort. Regimens such as
these would have prostrated many, except that these Vikings
were so healthy and strong physically.
-'-Bojer, op, cit ., po 105
^Sophus K. Winther, Mortgage Your Heart (New York:
MacMillan Company, 1937), p, 35.
%aup, op, cit ,, p, 89,
^Ibid., p, 180,
^Rud, op. cit ., p. 71.
The
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Thea Kronberg was a conspicuous example of ceaseless
industry and power of application, Thea was always on the
run, hustling through her household tasks and taking care
of her baby brother. She worked hard for hours at her own
practicing, piano and singing. Before she was fifteen, she
had twenty piano pupils, all of whom she taught very serious-
ly, diligently goading the dull ones,"^ As she grevir older,
her time was occupied to the hilt, singing in choirs and at
funerals, learning German, Italian, French, accompanying
Bower's pupils and studying and practicing for her own
singing. She had an unusual power of work and went at dif-
2ficulties as if they were foes.
Thea, of course, was driven by an artistic talent.
The other women, however, also bestirred themselves and im-
proved the shining hour. Cooking, baking, washing, ironing,
floor scrubbing, fetching v/ater, preparing heavy noon-meals
were routine duties. Then they would rush out and help in
the fields or work their own vegetable patches, Paulina at
twenty-one took up a homestead for herself and with the
3help of a hired woman, developed a place of her own. The
bees miglt well have emulated them.
Such dogged industry plus undaunted will make an un-
Cather, Song of the Lark
, p. 105»
-JMA., P. 175*
^Bojer, op«cit , . p. 296.
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beatable combination. Axel once said to his cousin, Martin,
that there was something of Thor and Odin about him, as if he
could do anything l"^
Thrift
Thrift is a commendable virtue. It is to some degree
common to all races. There is that, however, about the
Scandinavian race, which makes lack of thrift an anomaly.
Thrift finds a true medium in Scandinavian character. In-
dustry, determination, physical strength support and nourish
it, until it stands out as the strong framework around which
other characteristics are built. Peter Grimsen's thrift made
life hard to bear. Every grocery item was scrutinized and
questioned. When his wife asked him for some needles he
growled, "'It's only a month since you got a package.''*^
Furthermore, he had seen them lying around with long threads
in them. Such waste 1
The Grimsen boys, in order not to waste a speck of food,
were forced to eat boiled potatoes, skins and all.-^ In
Fireweed all the Swedes took the cigarettes when Farley of-
fered them even though they didn't smoke -- because Swedes
thrifty.^ That, in truth, is being thriftyl
^Kaup
,
op. cit
. , p • 55
•
%inther. Take All to Nebraska , p. 36.
3lbid . . p. 28.
ildred Walker, Fireweed (New York: Harcourt, Brace
& Company , I93I4.) « P> ^Ijir"
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Avarlciousness
Avariciousness seems to be a trait prevailing among the
h\itnan race. Some m-embers of each nationality are avaric-
ious — why should one think, "Oh yes, definitely a Scandina-
vian faulty"? Prom the reading, it seems to be their chief
shortcoming. Because they are industrious and thrifty al-
most beyond all others -- these virtues make a fertile ground
for greed to grow in. They aid and strengthen avarice by
their very nature of acquiring and holding money. And who is
more avaricious than the Norman peasant? It is interesting
to note that Normandy was once overrim by Norsemen. One
finds a certain "cosiness" about Englishmen, due perhaps in
some measure to Danish and Norman conquests.
Money was all to Einar Merssen. He would not waste a
nickel on a stein of beer.-^ When his wife's father died, he
got rid of her helper, and they ceased going to dances or
any other social affairs that cost money. Entertaining prac-
tically did not exist. After his wife died, he hired a
woman for eight dollars a week and then married her so he
would not have to continue paying out that amount of money.
3
This avariciousness has been revealed in its most ma-
lignant form in Rolvaag's Pure Gold , in which the wife in-
•^Rud, op. cit ., p. 85.
^Ibid
. . p. 138.
3lbid .. p. ll|4.
i
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fects the husband with miserliness and greed, and both come to
monstrous ends. In the beginning Louis Houglum was a likable
young man but became contaminated by his wife, Lizzie, and her
love for gold pieces which she called "babies". Gradually,
this passion grew into an unquenchable lust on the part of
both. Starvation and insanity ended their unsavory lives.
Temperance
One notices that while the Scandinavians like liquor, for
the most part, they use it moderately. However, Nielsen, a
Dane, often used to say jokingly that beer, wine, and brandy
were not for Norsemen. "'They weren't civilized enough, they
were like the Irish,' he said, 'They hadn't learned to in-
dulge in such things intelligently. ' "^ It's amusing to note
that the intemperance of one of Peter Kronberg's uncles is
laid at the door of his Norwegian grandmother.^ Sigurd
Simonsen said the Danes could stop after taking a drink or
two. A bottle of whiskey would last them a long time.^
Morality
From these novels it appears that Franz Werfel knew
^Ole E. Rolvaag, Pure Gold (New York: Harper & Brothers,
1930), p. 31^5.
^Ager, OP. cit .. p. 172.
•^Gather, Song of the Lark
, p. I9.
^Sigurd J. Simonsen, The Clodhopper (New York: Foi»-
tuny's, 19^0)*
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whereof he wrote when he referred in Forty Days of Musa
Dagh to the severe, implacable, abiding morality in the matter
of sex of all hot-blooded Southern and Eastern people. It is
the Northern "tepid" blood which breaks the laws. There seems
to be in this matter a soft streak about the Scandinavian
women. Anne Rams8y had to conceal her shame by running away
to America with Per Foil, a farmer's son, after carrying on
with Klaus Broch, the doctor's son.-'- Celie Henderson and Joe
Linsen had to have a sudden wedding.^ Bertha in Lummox was
abandoned after a night's aberration on the part of her em-
ployer's son due to his having partaken of Bacchus too well.
3
Karie had been little more than a child when the wind-grown
bluffs that surrounded Iron Ridge had been her nuptial bed.^
Even Rolvaag's Beret Holm, a fine, sensitive woman, had con-
summated marriage with Per Hansa without waiting for the wed-
ding ceremony.^ (This guilt consciousness later overwhelmed
her on the prairie and was a contributing factor to her tem-
porary mental derangement.) ole and his bride, Sophie, were
married in May — those who make it a business to keep tabs
on such things, said it was unusual to be married in May un-
•^Bojer, OP. cit .. p. ^1.
%alker, op. cit .. p. 70.
•^Hurst, op. cit ., p. l6.
Werber, op. cit ., p. 199*
^RSlvaag, G-iants in the Earth , p. 22^.
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less there was a great need."^ The prophets were not con-
founded — the baby appeared In November.
They may not be "fiercely chaste", but rarely is there
promiscuity. Perhaps Else in Seedtime and Harvest gives an
explanation or rationalization of her view of the situation.
"No, a woman might yield to a man's will and not be wholly
bad, not if she looked on the man as one she would marry.
"
The case of Helga is less pleasant. Frail, troubled by a
floating kidney, desirous of obtaining ease of living, she
became a prostitute.-^ Rachel was unfaithful to her husband
when the first man of her choice had reappeared after six-
teen years.
^
One reluctantly comes to the conclusion that the women
go down too complaisantly — they were easy fortresses to
take. Of course, the men were no better.
Dependability
One of their outstanding characteristics is dependabil-
ity. Young Joe Linsen had just come home from fighting a fire
in the lumber mills, and when his tensed-up young wife ex-
claimed, "'Gee, Joe, why didn't you let the whole place burn?
^R^lvaag, Peder Victorious
, p. 266.
'^Eleanor B. Pratt, Seedtime and Harvest (New York: G.
P. Putnam's Sons, 1935h P. 35.
3Hurst, op. cit «, p. 185.
^Ager, OP. cit .. p. 336.
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I hoped It would.,.'" He looked at her curiously. "'Gosh,
Cele, I don't know what to thirik of youl That's the best
hardwood you can get any place. Anyway, don't you knov/ I'm
foreman dovm the yard? ' "-^
Integrity
These people often have a simple dignity, which when com-
bined with a quality like honesty makes them very admirable,
Peter Grimsen, the father of Winther's trilogy, and particu-
larly in This Passion Never Dies is a fine example. He re-
fused to take advantage of a loophole in a banker's contract,
even though his son, Hans, pointed out that the banker hadn't
bothered to question himself if it were an honest deal, when
he forced that contract on Peter. Peter said, "'It's true
that there v/ere many things that I don't understand in Amer-
ica, but wherever I have gone, I have been honest. My word
when I was a poor rent farmer was never doubted. Men believed
my word as if it were written ten times over in ink.'" This
integrity he refused to sell for a mess of pottage -- five
hundred dollars. He prided himself on being able to leave his
children an unblemished escutcheon. His son, Hans, was stirred
with admiration although it meant the sacrifice of one more
year before he would be able to enter the university.
%alker, op. cit ., p. 295.
^Sophus K. Winther, This Passion Never Dies (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1938), p. I8I. .
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Dark Dawn by Martha Ostenso shows the Scandinavian
obedience and law-abiding strain, as when the Anderson boy
went out into the terrific storm at night for Hattie Murker'
s
crow bar which he had left behind at the quarry.-'- An Irish
lad perhaps would have sworn at her, a Scotch boy would have
glowered and refused, an Italian boy might have pretended to
go, an English lad would quietly refuse to go, but an honest,
obedient Sv/ede would go without question, especially if it
were someone else's property. Here, too, is revealed the
simple, good independence of Andy Anderson's parents, when
they refuse Hattie 's offer to pay the funeral expenses.
"'Ve take care ours children ven dey live ve do so ven
dey die, too. T'ank you so muts, no.'" The simplicity and
humility of the boy's parents is likewise manifested in that
they did not question why their son was in the quarry the
humbleness of poor foreigners who do not know the language in
confronting business, money, the "boss," things they respect.
Love of Routine
A love of routine is apnarent among the Scandinavians,
Oscar, Alexandra's brother, always did the same thing over in
the same way, regardless of whether it was best or not. "if
a field had been once in corn, he couldn't bear to put it
-'-Martha Ostenso, The Dark Dawn (New York:
& Company, I926), p. 159.
^Ibid .. p. 182.
Dodd, Mead
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Into wheat. He liked to begin his corn-planting at the same
time every year, whether the season were backward or for-
ward. "-^ Paradoxically enough, these are a people who do not
like to change, yet they made excellent pioneers. Franz Wer-
fel in Forty Days of Musa Da/5:h has a thought-provoking spec-
ulation in this connection when he says, "Latins, for all
their surface pliancy, are set and rigid within themselves.
Northerners may still have something of the vagueness and in-
finite plasticity of cloud-shapes; the French as a rule hate
nothing so much as to have to leave their country."
Willa Gather, who knows and understands the Scandinavian
temperament, having spent much of her life among them, writes
in regard to their character, "The French and Bohemian boys
were spirited and jolly and were as much predisposed to favor
anything new as the Scandinavian boys were to reject it."^
Danish people, too, are conservative, and whenever any-
thing varies from custom are greatly annoyed. Hans' going
visiting at nine o'clock jolted his father's orthodoxy.-^
They are not a race to act impetuously. They don't seem to
even have the need to resist "the privilege of an occasional
spontaneous action."^
•^Gather, 0 PioneersI , p. 56.
^ibid., p. 2lli..
3winther, This Passion Never Dies
, p. I90.
^Ibid., p. 191.

•Love of Animals
These industrious, hardworking people could always
pause to administer unto their animals. They loved and cher-
ished their cows and their oxen and their horses. Take
Beret, for example. Here was a woman, finely grained, sensi-
tive, brooding — she was never meant for pioneer life. How
shocked are her sensibilities when Per Hansa proposes making
house and barn into one building for warmth against the
winter shrewd Per. Beret protests, man and beast under
one roof is going too far, how could one live that way --
then she thinks of how good the company of Rosie, the cow,
will be when the darkness of the prairie in winter closes in
about her.-'- She will be happy to have Rosie close by. She
consents gladly.
Later, when Beret is merely a shadow of her former self,
when she moves about, a woman already old, as if in a dream,
hearing achingly in her heart the taunt of her son that she
is "queer", she becomes a different woman when she enters the
barn. She becomes self-possessed, assured, confident and
capable. How competent this woman is among her cows, she who
is otherwise no pioneer, no farm womanl The cows love her,
they trust her, she knows exactly what to do for them. At a
period in her life when there seems to be no comfort, this
world among the animals is a solace.
"'RHlvaag, Giants in the Earth, p, 5^.
(
•Else, who also was too finely grained for the prairie,
who belonged back in Norway in her father »s big house, goes
to the one living creature about her in her time of stress.
Who can forget the picture of Else in the throes of child-
birth, alone, suffering, with her arms around the neck of
her cow as the pains assail her?-^ These people had a feel-
ing for animals.
Kal, in The Emip;rants, loves to sit in the barn and
watch his horses. When he has but two horses he imagines
that they turn and say to him, "We'll pull the load now.
You've worked hard enough,"^ ^Nhen he has several horses,
he imagines they are saying the same things. Only an animal
lover imagines such things. His pride and pleasure in the
possession of horses is so deeply-rooted it is part of him-
self.
Emil, in 0 Pioneersl, shows a love of animals in his
care and treatment of his mare, and in the very beginning he
is begging people to get his kitty down from the telegraph
pole because "her will fweeze."-^
"Crazy" Ivar in charge of Alexandra's stock says to his
mistress, "And will you be so good as to tell the Irishman
'Bojer, The Emip;rants, p. lhh.»
2lbid., p. 258.
^Gather, 0 Pioneersl, p. 5.
(
that he is not to work the brown gelding until the sore on
its shoulder is healed?"-^ His reforms in the care of
pigs -- clean water, clean ground, and clean food pre-
p
vented her hogs from dying.
Matts, in Red Rust , raised his wobbly-legged calves to
strong obedient creatures, and his pride in them was as
great as his affection. He spoke to them as he would to
friends, and had taught them to come when he called. Many a
handful of scarce grain was fondly fed them.-^
When Nils discovered that the oxen were walking slowly
in their trek across the prairl<=>, undisturbed by his prods
or encouragement, he said, "'They have not yet learned
Swedish, and they are such beautiful animals, I have not the
heart to hurt them.
'
The children, too, were greatly attached to the animals
and treated them as pets and even playmates. The Skaret
children celebrated a little wedding on the prairie, with
all panoply, in which a cow and a bull were the principals,^
and Per Hansa's children were desolated and couldn't even
eat when Rosie, the cow, disappeared as if the gnomes had
Ibid., p. 95.
^Ibid . . p. 1^.
^Cannon, op. cit «, p. Ij..
^Engstrand, op. cit .. p. 71.
^Bojer, The Emigrants , p. 123.
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taken her imderground.
It is interesting to note that while these people have
a genuine affection for their animals, it is the bigger ones,
like cows, and horses, and oxen, who, as valuable and hard-
working possessions, deserved care and tenderness. This is
quite a contrast between their feeling and the sentimental,
non-practical love that Celts bestow upon the smaller and
not-so-serviceable animals such as dogs and cats.
Love of Music
"And though the deeds of man-folk were not yet
waxen old.
Yet had they tales for song craft, and the
blossomed garth of rhyme;"
These Americans from Scandinavia still love song,
though no longer does the Northman sing of feats of physical
prowess, of deeds of the sword, of high-handed conquest, of
wanderlust. The songs of a people are an excellent token of
character. Popular ballads like "Per Spillemand," "Anne
Knutsdotter" and love ditties indicate the change from a
fierce, wandering warrior-type to a peaceful, home-loving
people.
Song and music permeate and emanate from the pages of
Winds of Spring!: , whether it is that of the birds or the
people, of Jan»s flute or his whistling. Even when the baby
-'RBlvaag, Giants in the Earth , p. 95*
I
wailed, Jan said, "»The little linnetl Hear him singi'"!
Winds of Spring discloses superlatively how music was and
can be an integral part of home life, whether Jan emulated
a bird song, or extemporaneously joined Mons Murjek in
singing "King of the Sea"-^ or played his flute at Christmas/^
making people forget loneliness and sorrow with gay Swedish
airs or wild Lapp melodies. No wonder, that even as the
scald or bard of old, the musician was hailed and reverenced
as a blithe spirit.
These people are of a singing disposition indeed. They
sing anywhere, anytime. Per Hansa sang while he built his
house. Beret sang strange, sleepy lullabies to her grand-
son.° Peter crooned old Norwegian songs to his little son
in the evening.'''' Tambur-Ola lugubriously sang, "The Song of
Life's Dismay," as he worked around the barn. Singing held
the little school together when Henry Solum was at his wits*
end how to fill the long day with instruction, since they
^Walter Havighurst, The Vi/inds of Spring (New York:
Macmillan Company, 19[j.O), p, l60.
^Ibid . , p. 20.
^Ibid .. p. 55.
^Ibid . , p. 104.
vaag. Giants in the Earth
, p. 10.
^RSlvaag, Their Fathers' God , p. 72.
7j[bM., p. 7k..
The
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had no school materials of any kind. Young and old learned
many melodies, national anthems, Norvifegian love songs, as
well as Swedish ballads."'"
More than anything, perhaps, these people loved hymns
and knew many of them by heart. That lovable clown, Ton-
seten, sang hymns, Thea's father sang, "When Shepherds
Watched," as he carried little Thor home from a concert.^
At the end of their journey, Eric Poss' homesick little
band hit upon, "A Fortress Sure is God, our Lord," and felt
a good deal heartened.-^
Swan Bostrom loved to sing old lumberjack times^ at any
opportimity. Eric's father chanted a wild lay of roistering
mariners, as they drove along in the automobile.^ Visiting,
a group naturally gravitated about a piano, with three-part,
four-part, and ensemble singing, and everyone had a fine
time.^ (This homelike and appealing type of sociability
has vanished like the snows of yesteryear — alas.)
Thea Kronberg in Willa Gather's Son^ of the Lark is the
sole example of a rich and beautiful voice, great enough for
^Rolvaag, Giants in the Earth , p. 260.
^Gather, Song of the Lark
, p. 63,
^Bojer, op. cit . , p. Slj.,
rber, op. cit , , p, 21.
^Temple Bailey. The Blue Gloak (Boston:
Mifflin Gompany, l^^l)
, p. I9.
^Ager, op. cit .. p. 106.
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Wagnerian roles.
Singing as a daily part of life is pleasant indeed.
Henry Beston in a delightful book of short essays and re-
flections. Northern Farm , remarks "there is nothing like
music for giving one a sense of solidarity and it lightens
both labor and the heart."
Strength
These empire builders were possessed of unusual
strength. Alexandra's brother, Oscar, was the sort of man
one "could attach to a corn sheller as one would an engine,
and he would turn it all day, without hurrying, without
slowing down.""^ Else noticed that while her mother was
quick and neat, she became tired before the end of day. As
for the rest of the family, they could work on and on.^
In They Sou.2;ht for Paradise, three men with cradles had
a contest with a threshing machine, and won. Nils Nilsson
broke down a door to get to the Prophet's hoard of sadly
wanted food for the people of the commune. Martin Lynden-
daal, in a quarrel, lifted a man from the floor by his arm-
pits, "as easily as you might grasp a snarling car."^
The women, too, compared favorably. They used their
'Cather, 0 Pioneersl, p. ^"5.
'^Pratt, op. cit., p. 13.
^Kaup, op. cit., p. ^2.
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great strength imsparlngly in the manifold household and
farming duties. Draft-horse toughness was needed especially
when even primitive improvements were lacking. Per Hansa
said that while "yoi^S bulls had tender sinews," his son,
Ole, was very strong for his age. This was typical of the
prairie children."^
Beauty of Women
The beauty of the women is very obvious through all the
books the golden, blonde hair, the downy softness and
smoothness of skin, and the beautiful blue eyes. They are
for the most part tall and hold themselves well. They are
graceful. The more typical Scandinavian women are robust,
almost Amazonian, such as Alexandra Bergson, Lotta Lindbeck,
Thea Kronberg, Bertha. Then there are the slender, slim,
delicately-built women. Beret, Celie, Lena. Dark Scandina-
vians are an anomaly and because of suspected alien blood,
they are looked upon with suspicion by the yellow-haired
Scandinavian women, making complete confidence impossible,
Brigitta thought.
^
Perhaps the most rhapsodical and detailed account is
the description of Lotta Lindbeck, the Swedish waitress who
became the wife of a millionaire. V/hile it lacks the sub-
^Rolvaas, Giants in the Earth, p. it7.
"^Cannon, op. cit., p. 77.
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limity and glor^'- of Hardy's description of Eustacia Vye in
The Return of the Native, that celestial chapter be,^inning
"Eustacia Vye was the raw material of a divinity," there is
a kinship, and both girls are gorgeous, radiant creatures,
one fair as the dawn, the other dark as the nir^ht.
One first sees Lotta Lindbeck, a laden tray balanced
on her hin, as she v/alked across the room like some splendid
goddess*
"She v;as all gold and cream and slow-moving. She
walked with a rhyth'dic bending of the knee and sv/aying of
the hips. She was like the great honey-colored oxen that
pagans used to v/orship« She was like something out of the
most carnal portions of the Old Testament. She was incense
and velvet and myrrh. ..She had an amazing skin, apparently
poreless quite and the color of snow and roses. "1
Ahl No wonder that Barney Glasgow first and then his son
were so completely bewitched and enamored*
The exquisiteness of the complexions of the Scandina-
vian women is disclosed time after time. Celie's "clear,
fair skin could stand the hard glare of the electric light
bulb. "2 Dp. Archie thinks how beautiful Thea's silky skin
is — so soft and so milky.3 Miss Fueston describes Etta as
possessing "a face of such a creamy whiteness, such a rose-
leaf pinkness."^ IVhat rare good luck for a womani
^Ferber, op. cit.. p. 16I]..
^Walker, op. cit., p. 27.
^Gather, Song of the Lark, p. 12.
^Hueston, Ethel. Svifedey (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill
Company, 1925), p. 3«
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SUMMARY
The Scandinavian-Americans have so many splendid and
superior virtues that they could easily fancy themselves a
super-race. Still, the books reveal what may be termed a
negative side of these exceptional people. Generally speak-
ing, the more typical Scandinavian in America does not have
the lightness, vivacity, impulsiveness of the Celt or Latin.
Yet, they are not brooding, melancholy people on the whole.
One does not think of the Scandinavians, as a race, as ver-
satile. They are more prosaic than poetic, more materialis-
tic than spiritual, more practical than artistic. They are
rather slow thinkers, very often quite inarticulate. They
do not seem to have much imagination, at least of the
sympathetic, intuitive kind. If Alexandra Bergson had had
this quality, and a fine, upstanding character she is, she
would have divined before too long how matters were between
her brother, Emil, and the lovely warmhearted little Bo-
hemian, Marie Shabata, and might have been able to avert a
totally unnecessary tragedy of two fine people.-^
One debates about their sense of humor. For the most
part, quick v/it, clever repartee, airy persiflage and bant«r
is lacking. Still, they have a good fund of rollicking,
frolicking, prankster-like humor. Their sense of fun is on
the robust and obvious side. Per Hansa is most buoyant and
Gather, 0 Pioneers! . p. 203.
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jolly. There is a child-like quality that is leaven to the
reader. Not the sparkling kind which causes "bubbles wink-
ing at the brim," as in the Celt, but leaven as in bread,
less obvious, less of a tang -- but there . So wholesome,
so heartwarming, so life-giving.
Every now and then there outcrops a little superior
feeling. Martin Lyndendaal had a feeling, even though he
realised it was a prejudice, that South Europeans and
Orientals, and all peoples not strictly Nordic in origin,
were not quite on a par with the good blond racial strains.^
In Firev/eed , the inborn contempt of the Swede for the
lower strata of French Canadians in the town was in Celie's
voice as she said to her mother, "Vi/hy can't she take care of
her own baby?" Moving into her new home she said that it
would take some paint and hard scrubbing to make it ready
for a Swede after the French Canadians. 3 Emil bemoaned the
smugness of Sv/edes at the University, He contrasted them
with other races, including the Germans -- only the Swede
was smug. "'Always so pleased with themselvesl There's no
getting behind that conceited Sv/edish grin. The Bohemians
and Germans were so different."^ An irritating quality.
•^Kaup, op. cit ., p, 311.
^Walker, op. cit ., p. 2^0.
3lbid .. p. 95.
^Gather, 0 PioneersI , p, 239.
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this Swedish smugness.
Lest one take exception and say that this is an undis-
cerning, indiscriminate estimate and evaluation of Scandi-
navian-Americans, it must be emphasized that these opinions
and observations are such as the disinterested investigator
has culled from the careful reading and study of thirty
novels dealing with the Scandinavian-American on the prairie^
in the forest, and in the city, and not as he may be in real
life or appears in biography, travel, history books or in
any other type of literature.

CHAPTER IV
PORTRAITURg: REPRgSENTATIVE SCANDINAVIANS
There are three characters which emerge from these
novels, who share a likeness one to another, although they
are dissimilar in native endowment and in environmental in-
fluence. They are Bertha in Lummox by Fanny Hurst; Alexan-
dra in 0 Pioneers! , and Thea in The Song of the Lark , both
by Willa Cather, While all three are Swedish, they exempli-
fy most of the outstanding traits of the Scandinavian-Amer-
ican* What is the thing which connects these women -- the
thread that holds them together as beads on a string? They
are Viking women, large and blonde, with great reservoirs of
physical strength and endurance, with a singleness of pur-
pose and a great capacity for levelheadedness. Their physi-
cal attributes are not disparate, whether it is Bertha,
"deeply white like the flesh of a magnolia,"!; Thea, "white
and gold like Easter,"^; or Alexandra with her hair the col-
or of a sunflower and skin "with the freshness of the snow
itself ."3
Bertha is the natural woman, warm, quiet, ever giving
•^Fannie Hurst, Lummox (New York; Harper & Brothers,
1923), p. 15.
^Cather, The Song of the Lark
,
230.
3
-^Cather, 0 Pioneers! , p, 88.
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to others, a Titan in bodily prowess, courage and generosi-
ty, one who bears her own misfortunes with strength and an
unquestioning humility. Bertha's love of the earth is
shown, her love of direct contacts with it, for example,
when she seemed to sink her feet into the earth, and like
Antaeus, gathered strength through her spatulate, prehensile
toes,"^ V/ith Bertha it is as if civilization wrought no
changes and we are given in this century a woman who has
retained the vigor and simplicity of her Viking forbears.
Bertha reminds one of Mama, always doing good for someone,
but in her case, always getting the short end of the deal.
Thea is the artist. Her drive and her singleness of pur-
pose make her seem selfish in the usual sense of the word.
She is not selfish. She suffers great agony of spirit when
she refuses to go to her mother in her mother's last ill-
2
ness. Thea is enthralled by creative power; like all art-
ists she is not a free agent. She here exemplifies Somerset
Maugham's idea of a great artist -- the willingness to sac-
rifice everything -- and also typifies one type of bondage,
a captive to an irresistible artistic drive. Alexandra
belongs, properly, between these two. She is warm and gener-
ous, prone to giving to others, like Bertha — but she has
also the fine and sensitive feeling of the artist and
Hurst, op. cit., p. 5«
I
scholar* She loves literature,-'- and the beauties of nature.!
I
She is far-seeing, and shrewd, and good. She loves the
land with a deep and abiding love.^ She is one of the rare
pioneer women. She is also the good and golden mean among
|
i
these three Viking women.
The great lumpiness implied in the name Lummox is ap-
parent in Thea when she is discouraged. The "cathedral un-
I
der the sea" is repeated in Thea
"Fred noticed for the hundreth time how vehemently her
body proclaimed her state of feeling. He remembered how re-
markably brilliant and beautiful she had been when she sang
at Mrs. Nathanmaeyer ' s : flushed and gleaming, round and
supple, something that couldn^t be dimmed or downed. And
now she seemed a moving figure of discouragement. The very
waiter glanced at her apprehensively. It was not that she
made a fuss, but her back was most extraordinarily vocal.
One never needed to see her face to know what she was full
of that day. Yet she was certainly not mercurial. Her
flesh seemed to take mood and to set like plaster. "3
Alexandra does not share this heaviness. She bears her
weight, be it bodily flesh or travail of the spirit, with
grace and courage. Alexandra's back is erect; resolution
and innate goodness carry her along. She again "was cer-
tainly not mercurial." She v/as calm, slow, and deliberate
-- not brilliant, not given to moods, but shrewd, far-seeing
and resourceful.^ She has built a large and prosperous farm
Gather, 0 Pioneers! , p. 6l.
2ibid., p. 71.
^Gather, The Song of the Lark « p. 290.
^Gather, 0 Pioneers! ,
^.il 66.

on the American prairie. Her faith rewarded her. Her toil
was fruitful. Had Bertha her opportunity and position, one
feels that she, too, could have "considered a field and
bought it." She, likewise, could have put out her hand to
strong things for she, too, was a valiant woman.
These women are all three inarticulate. The inartic-
ulateness of Bertha, like a tower of silence, a cathedral
under the seal .« ±q almost phenomenal. The whole story
evolves about it. It is extreme, but not far-fetched. It
is real; it has every indication of honest reality. Thea,
whose voice can soar in song, who can express feeling vi^ith
the fire of the artist, is inarticulate, except to her be-
loved Dr. Archie, and later to Fred. Her teacher, Harsanyi,
was baffled by the trait — "sometimes she was so silent
that he v/ondered, when she left him, whether she had got
anything out of it. But a week later, two weeks later, she
would give him back his idea again in a way that set him
vibrating. "2 And again, "Thea told them very little about
herself. She was not naturally communicative, and she found
it hard to feel confidence in new people, "3 or, "under her
crudeness and brusque hardness, he felt there was a nature
quite different, of which he never got so much as a hint
•^Hurst, op. cit
., p. 16.
^Gather, The Song of the Lark , p. 175*
3lbid., p. 179.

except when she was at the piano, or when she sang* It was
toward this hidden creature that he was trying to find his
way. "1
They also share a slowness, a lack of brilliancy which
is complemented by a deep understanding* When Harsanyl is
trying to help Thea,
"She was sometimes impervious to suggestion, she would
stare at him as if she were deaf and ignore everthing he
told her to do. Then all at once, something would happen in
her brain and she would begin to do all that he had been for
weeks telling her to do, without realizing that he had ever
told her. "2
Later, Harsanyi tells his wife, "Do you know, I like to
see Miss Kronberg get hold of an idea. In spite of being soj
talented she's not quick. But when she does get an idea it
j
fills her up to the eyes. "3 As for Alexandra, "Her mind
|i
was slow, truthful, steadfast. She had not the least spark
of cleverness. "if Yet Alexandra knew the value of land, both
intrinsically and extrinsically, she reached out for new and
scientific methods, her mind was open, intelligent, unwaver-
ing. All three women are of heroic mold.
As a counterpoise to the women, there are three men who
emerge from these novels personifying the various traits and
points of view of the Scandinavian-American. They are Swan
^Ibid., p. 190.
^Ibid ., p. 191.
^Ibid .. p. 192.
^Gather, 0 Pioneers! , p. 6I.
*
Bostrora of Come and Get It! , Peber Lund and Jan Sorensen,
both of The Winds of Sprin^ ^ These three men have little in
common, except that they are of Swedish blood©
A top flight lumberjack. Swan Bostrom was of the cal-
ibre that made up Paul Bunyan's immortal crew* To him,
there was only one life, one milieu; and never did he leave
his habitat for long. Mighty of bone and sinew was he a
splendid Sv/edish giant, but he was a good and guileless gi-
ant, addicted to simple pastimes, singing lumber songs,
listening to fantastic tales about another lumberjack, Paul
Bunyan, or playing the Swedish game of Finger Krok, at
which he had never yet been bested»l Picture him with his
blond hair, his brilliant blue eyes, his skin fair-grained
and white as a girl's "when women looked at him, they
became faint with longing. "2 simplicity and kindliness
were his great qualities; he took the orphaned cookee, Bar-
ney Glasgow, under his protection and taught him much from
his vast store of practical wisdom and experience. 3 Barney
Glasgow used to become irritated with the slow mental pro-
cesses of the Swede, but not even he was quicker on his
feet, when Bostrom, a veritable knight-errant, carried
Lotta Morgan bodily out of the Alcazar Theatre, where an
Perber, op. cit ., p. 191.
2lbid., p. 87.
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ugly situation had arisen concerning this former profession-
al prostitute*-^ There was no envy in him as he watched his
protegl rise and become a millionaire* He had the Swedish
stubbornness and Swedish tenacity, but there was "a soft
streak in Swan Bostrom, the lumberjack, that caused him to
be still a lumberjack at sixty-five • The elemental
quality in him never varied*
Bostrom was like the forest which was both his home and
life work, mighty in strength, yet not dynamic, but rather
silent, unchanging, gigantic* Somehov; he brings to mind
John Burroughs s words about the pine tree when he calls it,
"the Norseman of the woods without bluster or noise..."
Peter Lund might be called the "middle way" between the
simple-hearted, unambitious giant Swede and the cultivated,
cultured aristocrat* He really was the most typical Scandi-
navian* Lund was shrewd, intelligent, far-sighted* Indus-
try and thrift were the core of his being* One follows with
interest the awakening, growth, and evolution of this man,
a peasant,
"with jutting jaw, the tight-set mouth, the coarse
hair shadowing the broad forehead, a strong and placid face,
and yet it was faintly baffled, like a bear coming out of a
cave* A whole ancestry of toil and perseverance was in his
features, and now some new light breaking* Something that
-'•Ibid
., p. 136
^Ibid., p* 191*
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had come there slowly, from the v/aist-high grass of un-
fenced prairie, from pine forests where the gnawing of axes
left a white snov/ of chips in the trampled twilight, from a
horizon as broad and free as water*"-'-
Later, one sees a broad face growing "quicker and keener"
— his "eyes restless and speculating, "^ Finally, the time
came when he sat on the Chicago Board of Trade, attired in
fine elegant clothes, sporting a diamond watch chain«3
i
Peter had such a wise, successful drive to his ambitionj
that it tal^es away the feeling of plodding one gets from
|
him early in the book. His chameleon quality, his ability
to speak with an accent or without, according to the people
with whom he is dealing, is not too plodding^t It is wor-
thy of a "harp", those versatile and volatile people who
can twang on any string. For all his calm, poised clever-
ness, he had generosity and idealism. He did more for David
Wick, the young brilliant embryo botanist than David's own
father, a dour, hell-fire ridden Scotsman.^ Peter was on
the first school board of Cloud Prairie.
The growth and expansion, mentally and materially, of
Peter Lund was as extraordinary as that of yeast. In three
good years he had spread his holdings over three hundred
acres. He brought the first McCorrnick reaper into this
^Havighurst, The Winds of Spring
, p. 167.
^Ibid ., p. ?27.
3lbid
., p. 262.
^Ibid .> p. 269.
jibid
. , p.
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section and drove the first mowing machine.-^ This Nessdal
fisherman could take an assured place, after only a few
years, among various urban and rural business leaders.
Peter was an introducer, a producer, a builder — he belong-
ed to the remarkable progress of his age and country; his
. efforts were crowned with success,
"As a rose in the v/inter season, a candle in the dark"
how precisely and beautifully applicable to Jan Carl
Sorenson and what he signified to the plodding and work-
besotted pioneers on the Wisconsin prairiei No character
is conceived more poignantly and appealingly. Idealistic,
refined, loving the beauty of the earth, caring nothing for
material prosperity, devoid of ostentation and superiority,
despite his mental, spiritual and emotional pre-eminence,
Jan was a unique pioneer and Scandinavian.
Characteristically, the frontier "gear" of this scholar
and scientist, musician and lover of birds consisted of
colored prints, drawing paper, a set of musical scores,
books in Swedish, German and English, and a flute. ^ He dec-
orated his rude log cabin by his drav/ings and paintings of
birds and flowers of Sweden.-' "Thistles flowering purple
among the lacy heads of his oats v/ere not an adversary, but
^Ibid., p, 199.
2lbid,, p. 19,
3lbid., p. 79,
j
t
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an interesting wild germ lurking in the turned earth*!
Peter Lund said, after a session of figuring, followed by
Jan's playing wild Lapland music, "'It's a rare schoolmas-
ter we've got, David, '"2 And a wondrous catalytic agent he
proved to be.
It cannot be emphasized too strongly how utterly and
superlatively different Jan v/as from any other pioneer men-
tioned in these books and how important it was to have
|
pioneers of such calibre. Being an aristocrat in Sv/eden, he
had had time to develop all the wonderful things within him
and he was able to bring and impart in various ways his cul-
ture to a distant frontier. How thankful one is that Jan
did not arrive in the Dakota prairie here would have been
no lakes or forests or flowers or birds that he so needed
for his work and life.
There were those hard-headed people who tried to be-
little him and sneered and scoffed at him, and even swindled
him out of his first homestead, but there were those like
his wife and other staunch friends who loved and appreciated
him, even if they did not always fully understand him, Jan
had fineness of spirit, nobility of mind and temperament,
an inexhaustible fund of inner strength, so that his two
former pupils, one becoming wealthy and one becoming famous,
^Ibid., p, 198.
^Ibid,, p, 181,

still respected and admired a man who materially would be
deemed a failure^ and who counted it payment enought to be
called by Agassiz, "the finest ornithologist in America,"
"Poised and expectant, a light in his face, he had
something birdlike about him«2 jan was like the roseate
gull —"The rarest and most beautiful of all. "3
One is apt to think of the Scandinavians as strong,
silent, stoical people — not ever given to fun and laugh-
ter* There runs through this people, however, a fun-loving
strain, puckish, genial, merry, as would become people whO'
conceived the troll. Mrs. Lee of 0 Pioneers; and TBnseten
of Giants in the Earth are the quintessence of this type#
Syvert Tonseten gamboled his way through the Rolvaag
saga, loquacious,^ loudly knowing,^ comical,^ not quite as
industrious as his neighbors, a little given to the bottle,
7
to pranks,^ and long discussions. V/hen one meets him in
Giants in the Earth, he calls up an indulgent affection,
llbid., p. 319.
^Ibid .. p. 265.
3lbid., p. 25.
taBlvaag, Giants in the Earth , p. 162.
^Ibid .. p. 31^..
6lbld., p. 27.
7 lbid .. p. 91.
^Ibid., pp. 261, 262,
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as a bouncing Teddybear might, on the part of the reader,
for this is what Per Hansa feels for him. In Peder Vic-
torious, a man now past middle ase, he is found climbinc the
ridgepole of the new barn with jug, slyly to carry out
the old Scandinavian custom of thatching.-^ How he loves to
tipple -- how he loves company in his tipplingj^ jje even
goes in for acting, "No trick for him at all to act the part
of a clever peddlerj3 jn Their Fathers' God. he is an old
man much given to talk^ — he airs his opinion about every-
thing'^— how well up he is on politics^ — and how he loves
to clown* 'i'' Here is no apathetic, taciturn Scandinavian*
A Roland for an Oliver a gay Swede for a gay Norwe-
gian! Mrs. Lee in 0 Pioneers 1 has a brif?ht and genial haD-
piness. She gravitiates tov/ard pleasant company and good
food as flowers follov/ the sun» Through her, one enjoys the
cozy afternoon visit to Marie, her relish for the food, the
coffee and the cake, the jelly, the fragrance, the warmth
•^RBlvaas. Peder Victorious, p. Zl^^*
2ibid., p. 2l].7o
3ibid., p. 317.
^RSlvaag, Their Fathers' God. p. ^.
^Ibid., p, 206.
^Ibid., p. 212.
7lbid., p. 311»
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and the friendliness of it all. Mrs. Lee is a thoroughly
comfortable and comfort-loving character who enjoys hot
water and brandy before she goes to bed, who has a fund of
j|
old country stories, who loves good food. The touch about
her apron is characteristically engaging, so definitely
Swedish* One can see it — the cross-stitched apron she has
just finished with such a deep band of embroidery on the
bottom, a hunting scene with fir trees, a stag and dogs and
huntsmen. -3 How very Scandinavian — one can just feel the
shadows of the fir trees, a rocky hillside, perhaps with
|
stag and dogs. This is not a prairie motif, indeed, and
worked v/ith yarn thst came from Sweden.
Both represent a very definite type of Scandinavian.
They are not the dull, phlegmatic type, but the twinkle-
eyed, childlike, and above all else the comfortable. They ji
have the gaiety of the bright nasturtiums which bob about |l
ij
the street posts of Sweden or of the bright threads vi^ith
|
which Scandinavian women love to embroider.
leather, 0 Pioneers!, p. I9I4.
^Ibid.
, p. 189.
3ibid., p. 190.

CHAPTER V
INNATE SPIRIT OF THE NORSEMEN
Economics
Coming from the rural districts and coastal villages
of Scandinavia, it is quite in keeping that these people
would for the most part engage in agriculture. Land was at
a premium in the Old Country, and they were enchanted and
beguiled by visions of owning and cultivating their own
large tracts of land. In these books, a sincere passion
for its cultivation and acquisition is evinced by these
land hungry peasants. In comparison to their lot as tenant
farmers in the old country, here after a few years they
could become comparatively affluent.-^ Struggle was the
theme of their lives at first, putting forth persistent
Herculean efforts to survive the many hazards and trials:
devastating loneliness, Indian scares, blizzards, the
chicanery of bankers,- and other schemers, torrid suns,
prairie fires. Biblical visitations of plague and locust.'^
Women^ were not too proud to work in the fields, wheth-
er it was burning brush or raking or hoeing or sitting on
^Bojer, The Bmip:rant3 , p, 335»
^Ibid ., po 320.
3Rolvaag, Giants in the Earth * p. 50.
i
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the beam of the plow, helping their husbands Children,
p I
too, helped by dropping pieces of potatoes In holes^ and In
other ways were expected not to suffer the grass to grow
under their feet*
The farms were kept in good condition with large barns
and other well-built airy shelters for their animals and
farming equipment.-^ Peter Grlmsen carefully constructed
i
corn cribs for v/lnter storage.^ Kal's one and only ambi-
tion In this world was to plow up new lands..^ His head v/as
haunted by the vision of endless cornfields. Per Hansa
thought, "This vast stretch of beautiful land was to be his
yes, his and no ghost of a dead Indian would drive
him away! "6 ivar Vinge was both a land lover and a farmer
who was hungry for land. To Ivar, the earth was good. He
was a true husbandman. His one dream was wheat.7 To Peter
Grlmsen, the land, his farm animals, and his developing fanr;
became his pride and in a sense, his children.
^Bojer, OP. cit .. p. 9l|..
^Cannon, Red Rust
, p. 6l»
3bo^er, OP. clt.. p. 330.
4-Winther, Take all to Nebraska
, p« 6o.
^Bojer, op. cit ., p. 327.
^Blvaag, Giants in the Earth , p. 36.
7ostenso, 0 River, Remember
i
, p. 35«
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While wheat, corn, and potatoes v/ere the more routine
croiDS. in The Second Generation one becomes aware that the
Scandinavians in Wisconsin were greatly interested in to-
bacco growing. To Caleb Gare, his crop of wild flax was
his hearths treasure, and he lost his life in the muskeg
trying to save it from f ire«-^
Money was so scarce that great ingenuity, resourceful-
ness, and untiring labor had to replace the needed machin-
ery. In a rare instance, an individual like Nils Nilsson
would scheme and plot for the acquisition of a machine.'^
Later, with growing success, the farmers progressively in-
troduced the most up-to-date farming equipment.
Although most of these books concern the "growth of
the soil." Mama's Bank Account brinrrs out the fact that the
Scandinavian ranked high as a skilled workman in the trades
of carpentry and furniture-making#3 At Bishop Hill, the
communal settlement became prosperous thro\igh their furni-
ture factory.^
In the logging and mill industry the Scandinavian has
constituted a considerable force and was known as a lumber-
'Martha Ostenso, Wild Geese (New York: Dodd, Mead &
Company, 1925), p. 352,
^Engstrand, op, cit,, p, 176»
3Forbes, op. cit,, p, [j.^,
^Engstrand, op, cit., p, 2h.9»
i
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man par excellence.^ Both these occupations require robust
physiques, industry, patience, and dogged endurance. These,
the Americans of Scandinavian birth and lineage had in full
mead.
The Scandinavian immigrant did not stint of his labors
and usually the result was eventual material success. What-
ever their gains, "they earned by the sweat of their brow."
Religion
The Scandinavian-Americans are predominantly Luther-
ans, Their religion is shown to be a considerable force in
their lives. They are church-loving people. Many of the
Scandinavians out-Luthered Luther cards, dancing,
theatricals were all looked upon as sinful. Luther, him-
self, speaks of cards as a harmless diversion for children,
and in one of his letters, he considers dancing, properly
chaperoned, an opportunity to the acquirement of courtesy
and friendship between young men and girls. He concludes,
"I, myself, would attend them sometimes, but the youth
would whirl less giddily if I did," Golden-haired Else, the
minister's daughter, however, is terrified when she finds
out that Peder dances,^
There seems to be a tendency toward fanaticism, es-
'perber, op. cit., p. 5l3«
^RBlvaag, Peder Victorious, p, 308.
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pecially among the Norwegians. A religious awakening and
revival is described in Peder Victorious. In their zealous
warfare against Satan, a fourth of the congregation with-
dravifs, wishing to have a separate establishment. A devas-
tating controversy rages pro and con, in which members of a
family take opposite sides,"'" just as in the Civil War and
with almost as grave consequences. The Norwegians were
prone to schism and wrangling about false doctrines
finally, however, the United Norwegian Lutheran Church of
2America was established.
Rolvaag's Beret Holm is the outstanding example of how
dangerous a deep religious feeling can be. She was the one
who pushed Hans Olsa along the road to death with her cease-
less exortations to the gravely-ill man to renent and her,
"It's terrible to fall into the hands of the living God."^
(She reminded one of Janathan Sdwards and his "Sinners in
the Hands of an Angry God.") It was she who drove Per Hansa
into the snowstorm and to his death, in order that he might
get a minister for Hans Olsa so he could be saved from his
sins.^ It was she who, without knowledge or consent of the
parents, was responsible for the Lutheran baptism of her
"'"Ibid., p. 66.
2jbid., p. 263.
-^RSlvaap:. Giants in the Earth, p.
^Ibid., p. l^t^l.
1
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grandson.
Like the Puritans, Beret believed that anything border-
ing on merriment opened the door to looseness and immoral-
|
ity. In a frenzy of fanaticism, believing that the Murphy
schoolhouse was a breeding place of iniquity her son had
been going there for pl^-J rehearsals she tried to burn
the school dovm, sincerely believing that the Lord Himself
i
had commanded her to destroy this spot of merriment and
wickedness, but a furious downpour of rain squelched her ef-
forts. One v/ould think that this was a direct intervention
and manifestation that the Lord was not in accord with her,
but she was not through that night. Coming by chance upon
the sensuous, voluptuous Song of Solomon in her son's hand-
writing, the last verses overwhelmed her and she consigned
them to the flames.-^ Nowhere is she mean or crafty, yet she
accomplishes as much deviltry as mean people do.
The Swedes have their religious fanatics likewise.
Erik Jansson was a mystic who had a genius for religious
revelation and asserted he was greater than Christ. Elo-
quent, magnetic, compelling, his followers, composed mainly
of women, obeyed him implicitly, gave him the returns from
the sale of all their possessions, and fleeing from the
^RoIvblRr, Their Fathers' God. p. 8Q.
^Rolvaap;, Peder Victorious, p. 333.
3jbid., p. 3if6.
j
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enemies of this new religion, follov/ed him to America. He
had imbelievable pov/er over the women — swept away by his
preaching and personality, they virould kiss the hem of his
robe, or sv/ay and swing, keep an oath of silence for a year,
or even submit to be instruments for his lust, when desire
moved him. At the end of one disgraceful scene, where the
enraged women, goaded on by the prophet almost kill a "de-
fier of the true religion," the victim says to his friend,
"ViHiy did they kick me? The women. They have always been
friends."-^ He is thus answered, "it was Jansson. His
magic eye. I did not know Swedish women could go out of
their heads like that. They v/ill all ask your forgiveness.
They are already ashamed of themselves..."
Jansson was certainly fearful in the power he wielded
upon others. Over his socialist commune at Bishop Hill he
was spiritual and temporal ruler, cruel and arbitrary at
times, until he was shot dead by John Root,-^ gentleman and
adventurer who refused to let this autocrat, with his mys-
ticism and human passions, separate him from his v/ife.
The ministers, in general, were fine characters, both
as human beings, worldly advisers, and Father Confessors.
They traveled great distances in the performance of their
-^Engstrand, op. cit
., p. 1^0.
^Loc. cit .
3lbid . . p. 269.
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duties. The minister in Giants in the Earth was a man of
rare qualities. How wisely he handled everythingi The
proper levity toward poor Tonseten's fear — that fear whichj
accompanied the responsibilities of his office, as Justice
of the Peace, especially when it came to marrying people,
In his handling of Per Hans' domestic problems, and later
the gravity with which he met Beret's confession, about her
telling of how she drove Per Hansa out,^ there was always
the right, deep, sincere reaction. These people were for- i|
tunate in having one so obviously ordained by God. For the
most part, these Scandinavian-Americans were tolerant. Theyj
were not a damnation, hell-fire ridden people.
Education
When the primary thoughts must of necessity be con-
cerned with battling Nature for sustenance, education and
the finer things of life must lag behind. Children of
twelve years were expected to do the work of adult men;
younger children had arduous and endless chores; men and
women toiled long hours -- it seems remarkable that any ef-
fort was made at all toward gaining an education or even
learning the new foreign tongue, English, Nevertheless, in
They Sought for Paradise the emigrants were trying to learn
I
-^Rolvaag, Giants in the Earth , p, 368,
^RSlvaag, Peder Victorious , pp. I8I4., I88.
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English even while crossing the prairie,"^
Education and learning have always been dear to the
Scandinavians. The natural urge for self-betterment was
strong. It was indeed a part of their heritage, for their
home land had had folk high schools and high educational
ideals. V^hen the crops were in and Gargantuan snows caused
enforced habitation, the necessary chores being done,
parents and children would join together to study and learn
the ways and language of the new country. In Giants in the
Earth the little school, flexible and unorthodox in routine
as well as in diversity of pupils, became indispensable to
p
all. No one knew what might have happened to them without
this little refuge that first hard year.
Attendance at school was regulated by whether or not
the individual could be spared from the land. Hardly any of
the adolescent boys attended school during planting or har-
vesting time. Older boys had been attending school for many
years, but because of seasonal lapses they were still in the
primary grades. And yet, school meant very much to them.
Cold, snow, the miles to walk kept no one from school.
It was provident that this desire for learning was
held close to the children's hearts, for often their first
day in school was tantamount to running the gauntlet. The
Engstrand, op. cit .. p. 79.
RBlvaag, Giants in the Earth , p. 257.
i
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prejudices of the Americans reared against the foreigners
and their funny language. The immigrant was kicked, pum-
meled and whacked into blood and unconsciousness. The
father in Take All to Nebraska took such pride in the fact
that they were able to go to school and become educated in
this new land that the beatings which were such an ordeal t0
the maternal side were of minor Importance to him. He be-
lieved that education was accorded the same respect that it
had in Denmark."^ Incidentally, these children never told
I
their families about receiving punishment from a teacher forj
smoking cornsilk or other misdemeanors, as that invariably
meant another one at home. (How typical of old world
parents, Scandinavian or not.)
The adults were eager to learn the ways of the new
world. Without a regular school for themselves, they tried
to learn from their children, from their neighbors, by trial
and error. Success was not easily gained.
The parents v/ent proudly to graduation exercises, even
if often they didn't know what was said.-^ They would have
been glad to have their children go on to higher education,
if it had been available, but it was a help to have the boys
back at work on the farm without the interrupting weeks at
-^Winther, Take All to Nebraska , p. l^S.
o
'^Simonsen, op. cit . p. 37.
^Cannon, op. cit ., p. 263.
r
school each year.
The recurring idea was "we must give them a good educa-
tion, so they will not have to work as we had to."-^ Danes
particularly were anxious to give their children schooling.
In addition to the American schools, the Danes sent their
children to Danish schools, where they were taught to read
and write the Danish language and were given religious
2 'training. These immigrants believed that the mind needed '
cultivation as well as the land.
Politics
First things first these Scandinavian settlers did
}
not bother about what was not immediately essential to the
job on hand, but concentrated on providing food, fuel, and
shelter. They soon realized, however, the interpenetration
of politics and economics, and "catching on" as to how pol-
itics was played in America, they began to organize for
political action.
The Scandinavian love of democracy, of equality of man,
found its true medium in the prairie. Here was a great
leveller. As Bojer says in The Emigrants , "There was no
difference between them whether their father was a clerk or
a colonel and the prairie was equally stern to them all."-^
^Simonsen, op. cit ., p. 37.
pLoc. cit .
^Bojer, op. cit .. p. 98.
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As far as party affiliation is concerned, one does not
emerge v/ith a too definite conception, from these books.
In Sigurd Siraonsen's The Clodhopper , most of the colonists
were Republicans with a few Democrats Eric's father, a
Dane, in The Blue Cloak was a democrat. ^ in RSlvaag's books
there was a Democratic majority, with evidences of turning
Republican; for exam.ple, Gjermund, a Democrat, advises
Peder to stump on the Republican ticket,3 Throughout, there
were a few Populists, who made up an agrarian m.ovement, and
advocated sweeping reforms,^
Just as today, hard times and reverses v;ere always
blamed on the present incumbents in office with a belief
that if the other party v/ere in, affairs would be more pros-
perous and equalized. Tonseten says, "You m.ight as well go
straight to the poor-farm as to try to raise grain for a
living these days — thanks to Wall Street and the Demo-
cratic party. "5
Per contra , Nels says, "'We must elect a Democrat,
Jens. The Democrats believe in equal rights and the common
-•-Simonsen, op« cit ., p, 35*
^Bailey, op. cit ., p. i^3«
3Rolvaag, Peder Victorious
, p, 29i|-.
^t
-Loc. cit
.
^RBlvaag, Their Fathers' God , p. l88.
ci
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people , » ""^
Scandinavians may not, like the Irish, be born orators
and politicians, but a lively and argumentative interest is
j
evinced in some of the books. The Norwegians shov/ a dis-
tinct bent in this direction. Burning issues of the day
seemed to have been the Free Silver question,^ the forming
of new states, and the matter of entrance into the Union.
^
For the most part the women did not pay much attention
to politics: they were too busy taking care of the children
In fact, womanlike, realistically, practically, they would
chide the men for so spending the time, saying, "if you
would get busy and keep the farm up you would be better
off. '4
These people had been conditioned for democratic gov-
ernment in their mother countries, so the American pattern
of popular government was not new or strange to them. As
home and land owners, they became aware that they had a
great national stake in this country and soon acquired cit-
izenship papers, so they could have a say as to what would
be made of the taxes they paid. In many of the localities,
they made up the majority of the early pioneers. They had
"^Simonsen, op. cit., p. 3^.
^RBlvaag, Their Fathers' God. p. 299.
3Rolvaas, Peder Victorious, 1^2.
^Simonsen, op. cit., d. I'd.
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to establish various coTomunity organizations;''" therefore,
they had the experience of not only participating in but ac-
tually making American government.
Recreation
These Americans from Scandinavia do not stand out as
having indulged themselves in amusement or diversion as
such. Barn dances, straw rides, husking bees, spelling
matches, harvest jollifications, and other bucolic merri-
ments so beloved of books and movies appear to have been al-
most unknown. Of course, in the beginning, life was too
grim back-breaking toil from the sim-up to dark precluded
any desire for frivolity and social amenities, even if they
had not dwelt in a state of isolation. Then, too, there
was the excitement of fighting the prairie. Some of the
colonists considered the plowing up of more and more land
2
exhilarating. It was recreation just to rest and survey
one's baronial acres. ^ (A characteristic of peasants the
world over is that their happiness seems to be in hard
labor. They do not know how to relax nor what to do with
their leisure time when they do achieve it.)
Most of the organized social activities were in connec-
tion with churches or schools. The ministers were active in
•^RolvaafT, Peder Victorious, p. 116.
%o.1er, OP. cit.. p. Q^.
^Ibid.
. p. 105.

promoting gatherings and socials in which the individuals
sang and recited. The minister followed this with a dis-
course on secular topics as well as religious ones. After
the refreshments, the remaining time was devoted to "godly
games, ""^ very likely dominoes or checkers or euchre, al-
though one cannot be certain. Choir singing, too, was very
popular. The schools had patriotic recitations, and some-
times the pupils took part in plays.
The raising of a barn^ or the thatching of a roof-^ grew
into a social event with food and drink, plus further sur-
reptitious swigs in the cowshed. After the task was com-
pleted, there would be wrestling matches, tugs-of-war,
jumping, and exhibits of skill and strength in lifting.^
The advent of the threshing crew also had social proclivi-
ties and was the signal for mass cooking with the women
vying to set the most plentiful and hearty table. The ar-
duous task of threshing would be accompanied by jolly tunes
and would be turned into an opportunity for practical and
childish jokes.^
^Rolvaag, Peder Victorious , p. 27l|..
^Cannon, op. cit . . p. 76.
3Rolvaag, Peder Victorious , p. 2I4.5.
^Cannon, op. cit .. p. 12i|..
^Simonsen, op. cit .. p. 33.
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Sunday company gatherings"'" constituted a round of
pleasure and sociability. After a full meal the women had
an opportunity to gossip while the men discussed politics,
animals, and crops, always returning to that most absorbing
topic, the good earth, and its unplurabed potential. The
women also had their coffee parties,^ and ladies' aid gath-
erings with cakes and coffee and sewing.^ Christenings and
weddings were other sources of merrymaking. Sometimes wed-
dings would be held in barns with square dancing continuing
through the night, stopping only for midnight suppers and
glasses of beer.^ There were occasional carnivals and fairs
with farming exhibits on display and the usual members of
the side show.^
The children's pleasures were of the simplest, but they
seemed to have a great deal of fun, whether it was swimming
/I
in the pool, fishing, playing Jesse James, ^ games during
school recesses, reading books that sold at the astronom-
ical sum of twenty-four books for one dollar. 7
-"-Winther, Mortgagee Your Heart , p. 71.
%alker, op. cit ., p. 108.
^RBlvaag, Giants in the Earth
, p. 375.
^Simonsen, op. cit .. p. 21.
5Ibid., p. 85.
^Winther, Take All to Nebraska
, p. 108.
7 lbid .. p. 23k--
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Jesse James came to life in miniature when the Grimsen boys
stole parings of plugs of tobacco. Jesse could envy their
adeptness at shaving just so much tobacco at a time so the
theft would be unnoticed.-^ Skiing was an essential part of
living and was not considered in the spirit of play or rec-
reation.
Judging by a few scattered references, reading was not
a favorite pastime, although one is not certain whether it
was for lack of time, lack of available reading matter, or
lack of inclination — a little of all three, perhaps. The
Bible was loved and read, however. Jan and Alexandra read
Frithiof's Sa.gya .^ Alexandra was fond of Longfellow and
books with him from Norway, 4- as had Jan Carl Sorenson. i
Later iminigrants (especially in the books dealing with
the city) patronized movies, plays, dancing, and whist.
With the passage of time, certain taboos and interdicts were
no longer inflexible. However, an unusual slant is given ini
one of the earlier books, "The Danes would get together in
the evenings and play cards until the chickens woke up."^
Swiss Family Robinson ,^ and Morten Kvidal had brought many
I
^ Ibid . . p. 13k-,
^Gather, 0 Pioneers I . p. 6l
^ Ibid . . p. 63.
feojer, op. cit .« p. lli|..
^Simonsen, op. cit
. , p. 2I4..
r
(Horrors, how modern i
)
The pioneering immigrants' social privileges and rec-
reational opportimities may seem slim, bleak, and dull to
us, but for the most part their recreation was one of vig-
orous action and participation unlike the modern trend to-
ward "canned" and spectator amusement. At any rate, room
for joy and playfulness was found even if it may seem in-
compatible with our jaded and sophisticated tastes.
r(
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CHAPTER VI
MORES Am FOLKLORE
Coffee
The drinking of coffee has become an American institu-
tion. V^hether it be coffee and doughnuts, coffee and apple
|
r
pie, coffee and a cigarette, it is a prevalent and popular
custom among Americans to fortify themselves about mid-morn-
ing against the inroads that life and work have made upon
their energies. It is a very bracing and exhilarating
drink, coffee, they find, one that sends them back to their
ii
I
daily chores with new vim and ambition. The office worker
subscribes to this liabit, so likewise does the laborer; and
even the busy housewife who is her own boss and can afford
to be more capricious in her habits, Imitates her compa-
triots in this, and stops often for a friendly oup with a
neighbor. Coffee has become almost a fourth meal, and in-
deed, a fifth one and a sixth, too. There is mid-morning
coffee, but there is also that cup in mid-afternoon, and
often in the eveningi It differs from the English "Tea" in
that it means what it says -- it is a drinking meal, what-
ever else by way of food is taken, coffee remains the domi-
nant and satisfying ingredient.
In the Scandinavian home the coffee-pot is an institu-
tion. It stands every-ready on the stove and a true Scandi-
navian partakes of its contents frequently and joyfully.
{c
Observe how he savours its richness. He likes a true coffee
flavor, strong and hot. He usually does not sweeten it, but
he often dips his lump sugar into the delicious liquid,-^ i
and munches, or put a piece of tablet sugar in his mouth ana
2 !
slowly drinks. Here you have true delectation. No Turk
with his sweet and sticky interpretation of the magic con-
|
tained in the divine berry enjoys his coffee more thorough- \
ly or more zestfully.
jj
The Scandinavian immigrant brought his coffee with him '
to the new land. When he became a pioneer and faced the
hazards of the great American prairie, it is not fanciful to
suppose that coffee was a precious gift and help given to
him by his Creator. Imagine the com.fort and strength im-
I
parted by a hot and steaming cup of coffee in the teeth of aj|
prairie blizzard, when man faced howling and fiendish ele-
ments it was there, a brew which contained heat and
strength -- and hope and blessing, too. Present-day Ameri-
cans who feel the need of this added stimulation can appre-
ciate what coffee meant to earlier Americans who led the
soul-trying pioneer life.
In Winther's Take All to Nebraska , that vivid story of
bleakness and cold and hardship -- of courage and endurance
and ambition, the pots of coffee seem to keep death and win-
|
^Forbes, op. cit ., p. 125.
|
^Engstrand, op. cit ., p. 8.
i
ter out -- life and warmth in. The reader feels grateful
that there is such a thing as coffee the brew which by
its nature seems to hold the needed amounts of energy and
heat. Coffee found its true home in America and its great-
est need on the American prairies of pioneer days. An invl-
tation to coffee did a great deal to hearten Peter Grimsen's
|
little family who had just come to Nebraska from Massachu-
-i
!
setts.-"- Further in the narrative, Meta, the mother, had
just come back from a trying experience and Hans, her young
son, had the coffee prepared for her. She said, in reply to
his, "'I suppose you had your coffee,* 'No, I haven't had
coffee, and never have I been so glad for anything in my
life as to see that you had it ready for me.'"
In Giants in the Earth when Per Hansa and his family at
last find their friends after a long trek across the prairie,
and Per jokingly remarks upon their standing about in the ,
mid-afternoon, Tonseten calls out joyfully, "'Coffee time,
coffee time,'"^ We feel indeed, that here are Scandinavi-
ans. The true note is r\mg. Again when the boys, Ole and
Store Hans, have been watching with their mother for their
father's return from an expedition of days' length, his re-
turn is announced by Ole, with the words, "'They are coming
I
%inther. Take All to Nebraska , p. 11.
^Ibid ., p. 25ij..
^Rolvaag, Giants in the Earth , p. 23.
0
...G-et the coffee out.'""^ Further in the novel at the end
of a beautiful description of the frequent arrivals of car-
avans during the summer ... "the caravan usually intended to
stop only long enough for the women folk to boil coffee and
get a fresh supply of water... '"^ At the end of the novel
with what absolute irony the warmth and cheer of coffee is
usedi Per Hansa has decided to go out into the prairie to
get a minister for his dying friend. He knows he is facing
death, the odds are against his coming back alive, but
Beret has made life unbearable with her constant urging of
him to go for the minister. He has resolved to go into the
white death, and he is waxing his sklis. He does not want
to go. His heart is tagging at him and pulling him toward
his home.
"liVhile he was doing this Peder Victorious came trudg-
ing in and announced that mother had made coffee. She said
father must come in before it got cold.
"»l;l/liat?". . .Per Kansa's face brightened. »Dld mother
really say that?'
"'She said coffee was ready.'
"
' OhI . . .
'
"Per Hansa had now adjusted the straps as he wanted
them, and stood looking around for a rope with which to
strap the other pair of skis on his back.
"'Did she send you out and tell you to say that?'...
^ Ibld . . p. 192
^Ibld . . p. 3ll|.
c(
"'She said she said coffee was ready, she saidi'
"The father looked at his son, »You haven't got enough
on, Permans, ' he said in a low, tender voice, stroking the
boy's cheek with his hand and running his finger down into
the woft warm neck. The boy screamed when it tickled. Per
Hansa laughed to hear him. 'Hm-hm-cold as an icicle i Pack
|
yourself in this minute I... So mother has the coffee ready,
you say' "...
Without looking at the house. Per Hansa started off but
made a stop to bid goodbye to Hans Olsa. Serine has poured
him a cup of coffee.
"'Must I have coffee here too? ...No, no.' he said
|jerking up his head. 'I've had enough for to-dayJ '
|
"With these words he went out."-^
The Danish children in Take All to Nebraska were al-
lowed quite simply to have coffee. The Norwegian children,
in Mama's Bank Account were not permitted to drink coffee,
even with lots of milk in it until they were considered
grown-up, but they did have occasional lumps dipped in cof-
j
fee, and how they loved it I One day, Katrin did something
which her father considered a brave, hard thing for her to
do.
"And he stood up and poured out a cup of coffee and
handed it to me.
"For me?' I asked wonderingly.
"Papa smiled and nodded. 'For my grown-up daughter,
'
he said.
"I sat up straight in my chair. And felt very proud
Ibid,, pp. ij.6l, [}-62.
c(
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as I drank my first cup of coffee.""^
Here coffee was an accolade. Too, it symbolized the
shadowline, childhood into maidenhood.
In Take All to Nebraska, if a Dane called on another
and was not invited to coffee, it was considered a direct
insult. No one, hov/ever, not even the renters on his own
farms ever invited Jacob Paulsen to coffee.*^ Here coffee
is the medium of the quintessence of silent, implacable
dislike
.
Much has been written and said of "the cup that cheers,"
but it would be difficult to discover a beverage in litera-
ture or life linked up so closely with a people's living —
in small and great events, on joyful and dolorous occasions.
The approach of a guest is a signal to put the coffee-pot or
the stove, for no visit is complete without coffee and
cookies. "»Come into the house,' Mary said (an Irish girl
married to a Swede) 'and I'll make coffee. I know how
Sv/edes are about coffee. '"3
The hero of I Sit Alone, sufferin;^: mental torture from
a harrowing experience and becoming afraid for his wits,
says in one place, "'Meanwhile I'll set on the coffee-pot.
Nobody needs lose his mind if he has a phonograph and a
^Forbes, op. cit.. r>. 127.
^Winther, Take All to Nebraska, p. 137.
^Engstrand, op. cit.. p. IQ^.
1
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coffee-pot. ' "-^
In the sane book, his friend Sgidius says gayly, "'A
man with coffee, tobacco and a sack of flour, needs no
2
missus.'" Neither could he conceive of any heaven v/ithout
a good cup of coffee.-^
Celie says quietly to the doctor, when her mother lay
dying, "'The coffee'll be ready in a minute. '"^^ Magdali ad-
!
vises a prospective bride, "'One of the first things a wife
must know is how to make good coffee, A cup of coffee will
always put a man back in a good humor if he's cranky l"^
Magic potion, indeedl
Food
Say "Scandinavian cookery" to most Americans and it
" o
will immediately connote smorgasbord and will evoke mouth-
watering memories of a tempting and lavish array of appe-
tizers and savory dishes spread on a huge table to which one
might return again and again, reminding us of the fairy tale
in which the plates never grew empty. The pioneers and lum-
berjacks were as a rule too poor for any Lucullan spreads.
Ager, I Sit Alone , p. llf?.
^Ibid . . p. 230.
^Ibld., p. 23I4..
^//alker, op. cit . . p. 265.
^Ostenso, 0 River. Rememberl . p. 309.
((
but it was a pleasure to come across a description in Come
and Get It the only one in all these books of a food
institution that had its origin in Viking feasts. In those
days, people had to travel long distances and when they
gathered together for joyful or funereal occasions, they
expected to stay for days or even weeks and brought food
with them and vied in outdoing each other in this respect.^
Karie's smorgasbord (smorgasbord in Sweden, sm^rrebrjz^d
in Denmark, koldt bord in Norway) which she served before
Barney Glasgow, the millionaire, consisted of
"herring salad, sardines, pickled and smoked salmon,
olives, smoked whitefish whose pink meat showed temptingly
beneath the wrinkled brown skin. There were mounds of
Karie's own cole-slaw and beets in vinegar. A breadboard
was neatly decked out with cheeses: Wisconsin cream cheese,
American cheese, potcheese with caraway. There was cold
boiled ham in thin pink slices and rounds of huge bologna.
Prom Karie's own store of preserves were the pickled onions,
mustard pickles, sweet pickles, chow-chow. Stacks of sour
rye bread, a slab of fresh golden butter."
The "spread board" has intrenched itself deeply in our
national affection until now we feel it belongs to us.
This was followed by Swedish snaps, a clear yellov/-
white liquor with its flavor of caravifay. The snaps was fol-
lowed by ice-cold beer. The well-known "Skal" appears here
and has its own little ritual, it seems. In its simplest
Florence Brobeck and Monika Kjellberg, Scandinavian
Cookery for Americans (Boston: Little, Brown & Company,
19^8), p. 26.
^Ferber, op. cit .. p. I96.
(
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form it Is a toast to the health of one's companion, to
gracious living. Such was the prelude to the main meal.
Now Karie ' s little group was ready for the regular din-
ner.
"First, artsoppa pea soup in big shallow soup plates
with bits of pork and tiny cubes of crisp toasted butter-
soaked bread floating in it. Then kaldolmar chopped
meatballs baked in a cabbage leaf. Potato pancakes brown
and crisp at the edges. Karie had even found time, miracu-
lously, to make a special dish usually reserved for Christ-
mas time klenater -- little rice cakes, like doughnuts.
These they ate covered with her home-made strawberry jam.
They drank huge cups of strong Swedish coffee."-^
Wasn't this a feast to set before a king?
Holidays. Celebrations, Observances
When Christmas comes, we each of us cherish a particu-
lar tradition -- it may be lighting the tree on Christmas
Eve, it may be a jolly sleigh ride, it may be the singing of
carols. One custom that seems universal and very pleasant
in itself as an actuality or vicarious enjoyment is that of
partaking of a holiday dinner table sagging under its delec-
table load. The Scandinavian-Americans celebrate Christmas
in the Continental way the season begins on lille- Jul -
aften , the day before Christmas Eve and continues for a week
or even more, with much festivity and sociability all
around.
Most of the pioneers could not afford lavish entertain-
-^Ibid
. , p. 199.
^Ostenso, Q River, Remember
I
. p. 85.

ing, but in Their Fathers' God , the Norwegians celebrated
Christmas as never before.
"Shortly before Christmas, they had butchered a year-
ling steer that Tonseten had been fattening since early
fall; from it Kjersti had prepared the savoury meat balls
and delectable rullepolse . Since the middle of Advent, she
had been concocting mysteries of delicate cakes. With the
coffee, she had served fatt i^imand (fried calces) and sand-
bakel se (sand cookies) and with rdmme-^r6t (rice pudding
oozing globules of butter and sprinl^led rich with cinnamon
and sugar), krumkake and berlinerkranse (cooky v/reaths)«
j
From her well-stocked pantry shelves she had brought out
jjams and jellies and many other kinds of preserves. No mat-|
ter hov/ loudly the guests protested, to-day they had to
|
taste of it all."l
A Scandinavian trait is to eat well and heartily, but
at Christmas many special dishes are prepared and proceed-
ings begin early in the month. Particular mention should
be made of a fish served only in the Yule season -- the
lutefisk whose preparation requires about three weeks' soak-
ing of cod in a brine made from lime and wood ashes, fol-
lowed by fresh water soaking, becoming white and flaky and
toothsome.
^
Not only are human beings taken care of, but on Christ-
mas Eve the oxen and cows are given an extra-good feed, ac-
cording to the charming mediaeval belief that at midnight
the manger animals stand in honor of Christ's birth. The
birds are remembered with a aheaf of rye and spirits with a
iRolvaag, Their Fathers' God , p. 202.
^Qp. cit .. p. 21.
(
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bowl of milk.'''
As a prelude to the Christmas merrymaking, the week be
fore, Peter Grimsen in This Passion Never Dies
,
kept his
grandson every night after school picking up boxes of
boards, old sacks, and other rubbish that, during the year,
!j
inevitably gather around the farmer's yard, "...Every inch
of the yard had been raked. The machinery that was not in
!
the sheds was arranged in a straight row by the fence.
Everything was neat as a park."
Like their Teutonic cousins, the Scandinavians cher-
ished a love for Christmas trees. Ropes of popcorn seemed
to be very popular decorations, as well as candles, tinsel
!
and a silver star for the top. With evergreens above the
doorways and windows for fragrance, wild rose briars with
their red berries for beauty, and scarlet checkberry for
color, the homes emerged festive and cheerful ,3
Christmas celebrates the advent of the Christ child,
I
I
but long before the birth of Christ, the Norsemen lit fires
on the hilltops in honor of Baldur, the god of light, and
held a festival on Midsummer Eve, on the night on v/hich the
sun reaches its highest point in the sky. Jan in Wind?! of
Spring felt an urge to celebrate this storied night and he
%avighurst. The Winds of Spring
, p. I89.
j
^Winther, This Passion Never Dies
, p. 122.
j
3o3tenso, 0 River, Remember
1
, p. 85. I
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gathered a few neighbors together."^ A pitchfork in the
ground substituted for a maypole, a bonfire was lighted, and
Jeppe returned from the wood with a small birch tree and
placed it up by the door. "'It's the way they do in my
province. So the birch tree's spirit will bless the housa''*^
As Jan plays the old Midsummer airs on his flute, his little
band of guests recall that day in the Old Country with its
flower-decorated village, the continuous fiddlings, the
circle games, and round dances in which old and young par-
ticipated.^
All holidays pale before Christmas, but one discovers
that May the seventeenth was a very important holiday to the
Norwegians for they celebrate on that day their independence
as a free state. It was a time of rejoicing with bands
playing, flags flying, processions, speeches, games and
dances. The choral and other societies came into their own:
"The Northmen's Song Society with their Norwegian student
caps with silk tassels, and Knights of the Vi/hite Cross with
their picturesque red cloaks over their shoulders, the
Turnvereiners in their neat white uniforms."^ The Danish
day of independence, June 5» when the king had granted
^Havighurst, The Winds of Spring, p. 99.
^ibid., p. 100.
^Loc. cit.
4-Ager, op. cit., p. Il6.

people additional rights, and Old Settlers' Day were com-
memorated by the Danish Immigrants. Besides the holidays
the Scandinavians brought with them. Fourth of July and
Thanksgiving were prominent holidays and were celebrated in
traditional American fashion.
Superstitions and Beliefs
It is always provocative and titillating to learn about
the old beliefs of people different from one's self. Then,
too, there is a fascination about folk tales and fables and
curiosities in themselves they are warp and woof of
everyone's lore from childhood on, and as long as they are
kept in their place — "the stuff that dreams are made
of" they are a source of legitimate enchantment and
should be fostered and preserved.
If a woman approaching barsals-senp: (confinement) felt
an irresistible call to go somewhere, she must be humored,
for she was certain to bring back good tidings particu-
larly if she went alone. And Magdali certainly came up to
snuff. 2 She came back in high feather, having overheard two
chief engineers talking about the location of the com.ing
railroad, and she and her brother hastily bought up poor
Endicott's land, taking advantage of his poverty and his un-
awareness of the coming railway.
^Simonsen, op. cit . , p.
^Ostenso, 0 River « Remember
I
, p. ^Q,
<I
Roald thumps seven times on the floor of his sister's
home. He cherishes a naive faith in the occult powers of
the mystical seven.
Considerable superstition has been attached always to
being born with a caul, and in Norway especially so. The
person "born v/ith the helmet," the Norwegian equivalent, is
supposed to be singled out by destiny for something extra-
ordinary. Sorine says to Per Hansa, "'I must tell you that
your boy had the helmet on when he camel..,! think you ought
to find a very beautiful name for himl ' " And the little
boy is called Peder Seier, which name means Victorious ,
A silver spoon laid under the foimdations of a house
will entice the brownie to come and live there, and one may
depend on Karen to insure such a felicitous occurrence. 3
To the locust-stricken Norsemen, the old adage that all
evil dv/ells below and springs from the north, was proving
true again, for legions of these unclean creatures invar-
iably cam.e out of the northwest. This is an old supersti-
tion harking back to Norse Mythology: The Kingdom of Dark-
ness and Evil was located in the far north; the way to hell
led do;mward and in a northerly direction,^
^Ibid.
, p. 127.
Rolvaag, Giants in the Earth , p. 2lj.O.
3Bojer, The Emigrants
, p. 336.
feSlvaag, Giants in the Earth , p. 3^1
.
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It's good luck to have a new baby lie on one's bed, if
it's the first house he's ever been in.-^ Selma wondered if
Celie would bring her little Jole down to her house — wist-
fully hoping to have one of her own.
Trolls
When Christian faith came to Norway, belief in paganism
abated and the old gods, Thor, Odin, Balder, in time were
forgotten and relegated to literature; but apparently the
Scandinavian people, even in America, still cherished a
group of supernatural beings: trolls, wraiths, mermen,
spirits. In these books, Rolvaag's especially, one becomes
quite familiar v/ith trolls, who seem to have Protean quali-
ties, sometimes being goblins, other times giants, and still
others a fantastic combination of goblin and giant. For the
most part, they are little domestic spirits, and these
dwarfs are to the Scandinavian household what the banshee is
to the Irish, the brownie to the Scottish, the kobold to the
German, and the elf to the Anglo-Saxon. The troll, general-
ly speaking, as he appears in these books, is "'a funny,
friendly little kind of creature, who will watch a lot of
things for you, if you have your place nice at Christmas and
are good to all God's Creatures.'"^
^Walker, op. cit ., p, 2l\S»
%inther. This Passion Never Dies
, p. 122.

11
»
1
Then again, there is a more sinister aspect to trolls.
"Wild and headstrong Elna" and her equally stormy lover were
"troll-ridden," would say Katrln's mother in relating of the
passionate and tragic love-story of these two.-^ This ex-
presses beautifully Norse belief and superstition in the
tradition and flavor of Peer Gynt. In the same Circean
strain, a woman called La Paloma had had for Martin Lynden-
daal "the magic a troll might have dancing in the greensward
in the dark of the morn."
When the cows mysteriously disappear, immediately the
little settlement recalls half-forgotten memories. In the
old country, it had been actually known that both man and
beast would be spirited away by trolls.^
Per Hansa, an earthy creature, is not troll-ridden, but
of all the characters he is the most troll-conscious. After
Per Hansa discovers two sets of land stakes bearing names
of others on the land of his friends, Tonseten and Hans
Olsa, he thinks, "By GodI the trolls must be after him. It
was only natural to meet them somewhere out here; but to
think of their coming in just this dirty fashion] Ah well,
trolls were trolls, no matter how they camel"^ Greatly dis-
'Porbes, op. cit., p. ihl
•
Kaup, OP. cit.. p. 38.
3R8lvaar!:. Giants in the Earth, p. q6.
^Jbid., p. Il6.
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turbed, he has been v/onderlng how to deal with the disas-
trous situation. "...These trolls would not be easy to cope
with — not if he knew theral..."-^
Later when he has cleared up this matter to his satis-
faction, he banterlngly describes a recently arrived cara-
van, "'These folks were all Irish and their women were ter-
rible trolls, with noses as long as rake handles,'"^ A bit
further, he says that he hardly thought there would be a
chance to sell them potatoes -- troll women ate the flesh of
Christian men, instead of potatoes didn't they know
that?3
When the interminpble bad weather came with its ever-
lasting snow and chill and greyness — then the moon became
luminous and alive — strange to behold. Per Hansa would
gaze at it and think, "Now the trolls are surely abroadi"^
Nils says to his little son, awakened by the neighing
of the mare, "'Tst, barni It's only the horse. You'd think
trolls were after her.'"-^
When in Their Fathers' God the great droup;ht caine, the
people thought, "Surely this must be witchery of some other
^Ibid., p. 117.
^Ibid., p. 139.
-^Loc. cit.
^Ibid., p. 205.
^Engstrand, op. cit.. d. 1^^.
1
j
/
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world? troll-stuff of the supernatural?""^
In Mortcya.tye Your Heart the grocer says to Peter at the
ordering of so much food, "'Yes, your wife knows how to buy
for a company dinner. She knows a good meal is not brought
in by the trolls. '"^
At Christmas time little Selma wants to knov; what is in
the big box. "'A troll,' said her father, 'if you poke
through, it'll bite a piece of your finger. It's funny
about trolls, they always bite off little girls' fingers at
first knuckles, with boys it's always the second knuckle.
With big people it's always clear up to the elbow. '"-^
The trolls were often convenient scapegoats, hideous
monsters who caused havoc and mischief; but for the most
part, they were likable, helpful little elves. The Scandi-
navians had a fondness for their make-believe creatures.
This fanciful tendency shows a welcome whimsical, playful
strain in this rather staid, serious people.
Customs
It was an old Norwegian custom to build houses, painted
white, with green cornices, but for the stable, barn and all
the rest of the outhouses to be painted red, with white cor-
-'Rolvaag, Their Fathers' Cod , p. 1.
^Vinther, Mortrrage Your Heart , p. 131.
^George V. Martin, Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (New
York: Grosset & Dunlap, 194-5)* P. 1^1.
(I
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nices. During a mad, wild ride, in a blinding, smashing
snow blizzard. Per Hansa's runaway horse had rammed against
a long wall and groping his way to a cornice of the house,
he had sensed that here lived Norwegian folk, his own
people I
It was an old Norwegian custom to serve porridge as a
festive dish used at celebrations of baptisms, weddings, and
funerals; it was cooked of sweet milk and rice, and served
with melted butter and cinnamon.^ Beret, however, surrep-
titiously having her grandson baptised by Sorine says, "'To-
day we will have to do without the porridgel'"^
It was an old Scandinavian custom to make a festive oc-
casion of the thatching of a house or barn and celebrate it
accordingly. The thatching bottle ( taekkingskande ) was a
particular feature that consisted of serving the drinks.
One of these occasions, Tonseten says, "'Don't we all know
that to make the barn leakproof, the ridgepole's got to
have a little soaking during the shingling?'"^
It was an old Scandinavian custom to share Christmas
with the birds. ^ Wheat is scattered in every corner of the
-^RolvaaR, Giants in the Earth, p. 27^.
^RBlvaag, Their Fathers' God, p. 89.
^Loc. cit,
^RSlvaag, Peder Victorious, p. 230.
^Cannon, op. cit.. p. 2Q6.
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yard on Christmas Eve. Karen does not forget to put a bowl
of milk for the elf, for if the household does not please
him, he may leave it and with him good luck will leave the
house
,
It v/as an old Scandinavian custom to serenade a newly
married couple with old boilers, tin cans, dishpans, rolling
pins. At the wedding of Ole and Sophie, Ole handed the
merrymakers enough money for a keg of beer after that
there was peace again. ^ In Fireweed « the shivaree party was
also pacified by doughnuts and beer.-^ These caterwauling
gatherings evidently were not what they used to be for
Celie's father laughed to his wife, "'Some tame compared to
when we was young, eh, Christine? They used to stay half
the night, and drunk, say.»"^
-'Bojer, The Emi^irants , p. l59»
^R8lvaag, Peder Victorious , p. 265-
^Walker, Firevireed, p. 89.
^Ibid
. . p. 90.
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Proverbs and Saying!;s
"A green hand with a walking lister makes crooked
rows. Ml
"Danes weep neither for their sins nor for their
dead."^
"Measure your cloth ten times, you can only cut
it once. "3
"Don't ever buy a hat till you have tried it on.
"You shouldn't muzzle the ox that treads the corn."^
"No use in pointing out things to a person who can-
not see butter on the end of his nose."^
"Death must always have some cause. ""^
"Speak out Swedishly, girl. m8
"When a man has a big barn, the seasons work for
him. "V
"Devil dance me" (faen danse mig)-^^
"News of death brings word of birth soon after. ""''^
'Winther, Talie All to Nebraska , p. 210.
%aup, op. cit .. p. I|.l.
3winther, Take All to Nebraska
, p. 30lj..
^Ibid .. p. 293.
•^Engstrand, op. cit ., p. 5«
^Cannon, op. cit .« p. 30l\..
^Rolvaag, Peder Victorious , p. iSij..
^Engstrand, op. cit ., p. 183.
^Havighurst, The Winds of Spring
, p. 262.
^^Martin, op. cit .. p. 169.
-'-'Pratt, op. cit ., p. ll^S.
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CHAPTER VII
AMERICANIZATION
Scandinavians in general tend to become quickly Amer-
icanized. The first and second generations in particular
are eager to shed all foreign characteristics. Names are
changed or shortened whether the motice is one of dis-
guise, handiness, or a desire to be a real American from the
start. Knut Gilbert son in Peder Victorious had resolutely
cut away the last syllable of the surname. His son's
Christian name had been Theodor -- at school he had been re-
christened Ted and lo, a Norwegian metamorphosed into Ted
Gilbert, who had been hired as a teacher by the Irish,
fooled by his name.-*- In Pure Gold by Rolvaag, the over-
frugal heroine was christened Lisbeth Marie, but the name
had been changed to Lizzie, because that had seemed easier
and more genteel for an American girl. Lizzie also wanted
to call her fiance Lars, Louis, and the poor love-bemused
man acquiesced.-^ The follwing is a lively bit, in this
connection, also from Pure Gold .
"Hazel Knapp, so short and with such a snap to it, with
no trace of foreign origin, neither in sound nor in spell-
ing. The old folks still persisted in using the old form
Knapperud, which was a source of constant annoyance to
-^Rolvaag, Peder Victorious , p. 3l5»
^ ftRolvaag, Pure Gold , p. 2I4..
3lbid .. p. 26.
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Hazel. The other young Knapperuds agreed with her perfect-
ly; it was an ugly duckling of a name, and more: absolutely
impossible in this country 1 Good Heavens 1 what chance would
a young American have going arouad with a pumphandle of a
name like that? No chance at all. Real Americans would
think they had come over from Norway only yesterday, and
would call them greenhorns and dirty foreigners; the young
Knapperuds wouldn't stand for it, and Hazel least of all.
Rather than have to suffer such unbearable humiliation.
Hazel resolutely went to work and performed an amputation;
and so the old family name that had been used for centuries
was shortened to Knapp, with the K silent,"
In connection with names, there is a very intriguing
and confusing custom in which the son of Nels Peterson may
become Eric Nelsson whose son in turn may become Peter Eric-
son, the latter' s son probably reverting to the original
name, Nels Peterson. The snobbish society girl in Mama '
s
Bank Account insisted on calling Nels, "Nelson" and Papa
tried to clarify this matter by explaining that only if Nels
were the son of Nels could he be called, Nels' son. And
since Nels had been named for his grandfather . . . ^ But the
social butterfly laughed and went her v/ay, incapable and un-
desirous of even attempting to understand another people's
ways
.
What's in a name? A great deal, Louis Adamic would and
does say. Karen, Siri, Meta, Charlotte, Celie, Else, Mag-
dali, Bergitta, Dagmar, Elna, Greta, Ingrid, Sigred, Chris-
tina, Helga, Katrin -- a lovely litany. Soft, velvety, mel-
odious. One can only hope that a relabeling or "Americani-
Ibid.
, p. 229.
•Forbes, Mama's Bank Account
, p. 189.
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zation" of these pretty Scandinavian first names will not
be too promiscuous and too complete. The boys' names, too,
have an attractive romantic quality: Nils, Lars, Peder,
Em_il, Christian, Carl, Karsten, Nels, Jan, Hans, Ivar,
Roald, Sigurd, Eric, and Arne.
There can be picturesqueness and distinction in a
foreign background — it seems, however, to take three and
four generations for any people to prize their old-world
culture.
Women
Behold the new AmericanI The sun has been pouring into
Alexandra's sitting room all day — the bright autumn sun-
light of the great American prairie filling the room with
warmth and light. Alexandra spends her Sundays reading,
Prithiof's Saga and Longellow's poems.l Here is a perfect
blend the Swedish classic and the American poetry. This
tall girl is a veritable Viking-American -- she does not
neglect her old-world heritage, even as she drinks lovingly
the culture of a new land. In Alexandra, there ever was,
in this as in other respects, the finest meeting, the fair-
est flov^ering of the old and the new.
Helga, the Swedish housemaid in Lummox who had .lust
come over from Sweden became very quickly Americanized, ex-
ternally, at least. "She now v/ore bright hues, half silk
leather, Q Pioneersl r>. 6I.
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stockings, and a small hat so American that it completely
obliterated one eye,"-'-
In Mama's Bank Account, there is a pregnant para^::raph:
"Little by little the foreignness had disappeared al-
most entirely from our family life. Only on special occa-
sions did Mama make the lutefisk or fladbrod and she and
Papa seldom spoke Norwegian any more. They had learned to
play whist, and went often to neighborhood card parties or
to shows. "^
There are many heartwarming bits in this book, but the fol-
lowing appealed as being particularly delicious and relevant
to the topic under consideration.
"in those days, if anyone had asked Mama unexpectedly,
without hesitation, "^l/Tiat nationality are you?" I believe
she v;ould have answered without hesitation, "I am a San
Franciscan. "
Then quickly, lest you tease her, she would add, "I
mean Norvegian. American citizen."
But her first statement would be the true one.
Because from the moment she was to step off the ferry-
boat, confused and lonely in a strange land, San Francisco
was to become suddenly and uniquely her own. "-^
Beret's inability to relinquish her language her
feeling that it v/as morally wrong, would not have been held
by many Norwegian v;omen. They may have had difficulty in
learning the language which ironically Beret would not, one
feels. She was very intelligent. But here again, intelli-
gence is not enough, or rather, she didn't have quite enough
^Hurst, Lummox, p. I4.3.
'^Forbes, op. cit., p. 179.
3lbid., p. 39.

intelligence. Perhaps Beret's faults overwhelmed this
quality -- she had a closed mind, a strong will, and a cock-
sureness that she was right. She was quite provoked when
the Reverend Gabrielsen gave her son a bible in English in-
stead of Norwegian. She says "'Pretty soon there'll be
nothing but English here it's English at home, only
English wherever one turns. The language v/e have spoken
time out of mind, we cast away as if it were a worn-out gar-
ment.'""^ And up to the very end of the trilogj?" more mellow
and more likable as she has become, she never gives up try-
ing to preserve the Norwegian language. Like another Viking,
King Canute, she would have bade the rising tide to stand
still.
One can imagine Kjersti, if she had children, laboring,
laughingly, over the English Bible. ^ Serine, too. Mama in
Mama's Bank Account we know was rapidly becoming an Ameri-
can. (Of course. Mama would 1 ) Even the poor little pa-
thetic Danish mother in Take All to Nebraska says, "Why if
the boys would only speak English to me, it would not be
long until I could do as well as an American. I might even
learn to read. Wcio knows? "3
In Seedtime and Harvest , the mother sends the children
^R^lvaag, Peder Victorious
, p. 211.
2lbid., p. 10.
3winther, Tal:e All to Nebraska
, p. 252.
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down to church and school, hears less and less Norwegian
spoken even at home, and learns Snglish herself "so that she
might get along better with her children, too."-'- Not all
immigrant parents were so wise in trying to adjust and ac-
culturate themselves to their new country and in not trying
to stem the tide of Americanization of their children.
Perhaps the outstanding and most rounded example of
Americanization, even if not of the highest calibre, as man-
ifested in these books, is embodied in Celie, a product of
her own generation, her own environment, the heroine of
Fireweed by Margaret Walker. Celie is trivial and light and
superficial, but likable and basically decent, the perfect
prototype of the age she lived in. How utterly non-foreign
she is in every way I Her mother is definitely a foreigner
and Celie thinks of her as such. Her joung man, Joe, re-
tains some of his foreignness, even if it is only in a nega-
tive fashion, a lack of being typically American, Here are
some enumerations so typical of her age and country, so ut-
terly un-old world,
1, Her zest for clothes -- inasmuch as they will be
sort of cheap and a bit flashy. The peasants would not be
able to get so many changes, but often their costTjmes are
nicer in regard to quality and taste.
Ipratt, op. cit., p. 123,
^Walker, op. cit., pp. 9. 11. 19. 27,
•
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2. The Sears catalog absorption and guidance utter-
ly American, of a certain type, at least.
3. Mrs. Henderson wore home-made knitted stockings.
Celie pulled on sheer chiffon hose and oattered over the icy
|
paths in opera pumps.
^
i^.. Working to get money for clothes. The mother mild-
ly rebukes Celie, "'You spend half the money you make on youi^
shoes. '"-^ Already that is quite an American outlook, and a
great departure, for the old-world peasant takes everything
from the young son or daughter, much less permitting them to
spend so much money on clothes. Celie has become so Ameri-
can that it is a matter of course that she spends her own
money.
5. The case and matter-of-factness of the movie going.
Getting into the Ford, going to the movies, the almost mat-
ter-of-course unimaginative kiss for the boy friends.^
6. Going canoeing.^
7. Her superficial brightness the way she "kidded"
with her employer.^
-^Ibld., p. 23.
2lbid.
, p. 9.
^Loc. cit .
4lbid . . p. 22.
^Ibid . t p. 56*
^Ibid., p. 12.
•
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8. Her inability or rather lack of any desire to as-
similate at the coffee parties ( ka£fee -kalaser ) which meant
so much to her mother and other married women. She was an
American girl among a different group of women,"'"
9. Her becoming one with a sophisticated set of people
on a different economic level from her own. She was really
more the pleasure-loving, pleasure-chasing type as Farley
and his circle.'^
10. She wanted things, pleasure, clothes, etc., but
there was a lack of ambition. Ambition suggests a solid
building and getting ahead. A willingness to work, save,
strive for a goal. Celie just wanted things themselves —
worldly and easy-going as Americans are, as a whole, rather
than full of anxiety and ardor to progress, to better them-
selves as are so many of the new Americans. Celie was a
spender — one felt that she would spend money on cars and
furs if she had it. Where has the Scandinavian thrift gone?
It has become quite American,
One gathers from Fireweed also that the first genera-
tion was happier in its lot, despite the hardships, than the
second generation as native Americans of Swedish descent.
The older people all spoke of the opportunity to get ahead
in this country for themselves and their children. All the
^Ibid.
, p. 103.
2lbid.
, p. 202.
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hardships that they suffered received that immediate reward,
which as the driving force of their lives is reward certain-
ly. The second generation, Celie, in particular, wanted a
great deal from life. They did not have the "old coimtry"
with which to compare their lives. Celie compared her life
with the glamour, wealth, sophistication of the Parleys and
Hollywood. Naturally, she felt discontented. Here again
all is comparative -- it depends on how one looks at things.
Her life was infinitely easier than her mother's, Chris-
tina's, but divine content that was lacking.
0 Pioneersl by Willa Gather makes an interesting study
in Americanization. It is instructive and at times, pathet-
ic to observe how the first generation Americans behave.
Annie is so afraid that her mother will shame her with old
coimtry v/ays that poor Mrs. Lee looks forward to a visit
with Alexandra every year, when she can do things as she
used to do, talk Swedish, go without shoes, wear a nightcap,
sleep with the window closed.^ Mrs. Lee feels that one can-
not be clean bathing in a big tub of water where the cleans-
ing qualities of the soap are diminished by too much water.
Surreptitiously, she bathes in a little bucket and pretends
to use the tub. 3 one feels, however, that Alexandra, who
^Ibid., p. 59.
^Cather, 0 Pioneersl . p. 139,
3lbid . . p. 95.
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kindly Invites Mrs, Lee every year so that the old lady will
have some time to be an old country woman, is really more
American than those who are afraid of the manners and cus-
toms and speech of their parents.
Men
The men, by the very nature of things had a less diffi-
cult time in the process of Americanization. In Take All to
Nebraska , the father is in some contact with American
fathers, his education is perforce slow, but he is learning.
Peter Grimsen begins to look more and more toward the future
in America, even though for a long time there was a secret
hope that he would again be home in Denmark and a well-to-do
farmer there.-'- But when the children object to leaving, he
and his wife realize that this is already their home and
that Denmark could be a foreign country to them. Then Peter
says to his wife, "Mr. Van Doren is going to help me take
out citizenship papers."
The ministers, too, seem to be looking forward to Amer-
icanization, and the minister in Pure Gold always made it a
point not to speak Norwegian to people who understood
English. 3 This particular one did not even believe in tak-
ing a Norwegian paper, thus helping to perpetuate a foreign
Iwinther, Take All to Nebraska , p. 29 1.
^Ibid
., p. 305.
_3R8lvaag, Pure Gold , p. 301.

language press in America. The Reverend Gabrielsen also em-
phasized the importance of learning the English language and
conducted his social hours in English, an innovation which
caused some of the older people no little concern.-^
Cleavages of various sorts are very likely between the
first and second generations. It is unfortunate, however,
that sometimes the children get so inordinately Americanized
that they cannot tolerate their father in the house. Absa-
lom Hive, for all his varied accomplishments, made little
progress with the new language. All his thinking was done
in the Norwegian tongue, and the factory certainly was not
conducive for furthering his knowledge of English."^ Trying
to assert his authority at home led to a scene v/hich had un-
fortunate result of causing him to shoot himself in the
head.
In Rolvaag's famous trilogy, there is no real problem
of Americanization until Peder Victorious . In the first
place, the very hardships of pioneer life blacked out any op-
portunities for Americanization. V/hen they had progressed
enough to have schools, they were willing embryonic Ameri-
cans. They did not hold on to their old-world cultures
jealously as some people do. An occasional character
^R^lvaag, Peder Victorious
, p. 220.
^Ager, I Sit Alone , p. 20?.
3ibld., p. 209.

_ __________ _ __. __ -
through these books speaks up all in favor of America. Once
when Kjersti was speaking of trolls, witch women, and
charms, her husband rebiiked her by saying, "'I should think
you'd be able to find something American to talk about I..
•
V/e're through now with all that troll business over in Nor-
wayl'"-'- Here is an important steD in Americanization. An
individual by his very mind-set is ready to relinquish such
belief.
Children
Like their parents, the children suffered hardships of
assimilation -- ridicule, social ostracism, and even cruelty,
Red shoes, new ones beautifully made, brought from Den-
mark had caused a riot at school. Alfred had thrown them
away and walked home barefooted, even though it had been a
cold day in March, because the children had made so much fun
of them. 2 Hans, his brother, had to suffer the same disil-
lusionment, even though he had been so excited about going
to school. On his very first day, the children burst into
laughter when he recited some verse of ooetry in the Norwe-
gian tongue. He had learned his first lesson the language
he loved to sneak was something to be laughed at in the Ne-
braska school. 3 These same children on their way to school
^Rolvaag, Giants in the Earth , p. 207.
2winther, Take All to Nebraska
, p. 4?.
3Ibid,, p. 53.
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were beaten because they were strange and foreign.^ A birth-
day party turned out to be a fiasco when one of the guests
said "that Hans' mother couldn't talk American and that his
dad couldn't vote." Then David called him a liar, and the
fight began. ^ Of all the children, V/inther's books show
them suffering the most in the Americanization process.
In Mama's Bank Account , the children encountered -un-
friendliness and "cliqueyness . " The girls from the finest
families whispered and giggled when Katrin came close to
them. 3 The squeaking of her newly-soled shoes was a signal
for mirth, ^ not to mention the time that Katrin brought
kjSdboller (meat balls) as a tidbit and a choice morsel for
a special occasion at V/inford School.^ As usual Mama was a
marvel and turned a rout into a victory.^
Thea was very sensitive about being a foreigner, and
was proud of the fact that, in town, her father always
preached in English.'''
They are, however, like all children thinking of the
present and this New World is fast becoming home to them.
^ibid., p. 55.
^Ibid . . p. 271.
^Forbes, op. cit
., p. 56.
^Ibid
., p. 55.
^Ibid
. , p. 92.
^Ibid
., p. 96.
7catherj^ The Song of the Lark, ^. l5.
e
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CHAPTER VTTI
COMPARATIVE QUALITTES OF DANES, SVjICDSS , NORVv^GTANS
Comparisons are usually insidious and often unfortunate.
One is particularly harassed v/hen struggling to find clear-
cut, piquant coTnuarisonp and contrasts betv/een three differ-
ent nationalities that have so much m comTnon in racial
origin, language, religion, history and v7ho seem so much
alike in characteristics and v^ays of life. It even smacks
of hardihood to venture to compare peoples so vigorously in-
dividualistic, who hotly resent being bracketed together, who
have a deep love for their own particular country, and to
whom many points of difference are doubtless markedly palpa-
ble. It is tantamount to the average, uninitiated white
man's casual and carefree feeling that all IMegroes and all
Orientals look alike. Perhaps one may take refuge by putting
the onus of the burden on the books — they have failed to
make distinctly-defined differentiations I
Still, one would like to hazard a few observations.
Physically, the Swedes and Norv-^egians seem to have the
stronger and bigger physiques, the former especially. Per-
haps the Swedish women are the fairest of all. They possess
"skin of such smoothness and whiteness as none but Swedish
v/omen ever possess; skin v/ith the fresnness of snov; itself,"^
^Cather, 0 Pioneers!
,
p . S8
.
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Among thig fair race there are dark Sv/edee and black T?"or-
v/egianp. The Daner, too, have an admixture. (Tt phould be
pointed out here that there 1p far le?P material on the
Danes enabling one to arrive at a divecriminatint^ conclusion,
the present ration of books bein.^ tv;o to one in favor of the
Sv/edes, and four to one in favor of the Norwegians.)
All three are steady, sturdy, shrewd, saving, self-re-
liant, with the saving grace of simplicity. All make a
fetish of cleanliness. All are hearty eaters, liking good,
rich food ana plenty of it. All are copious coffee drinkers.
None of them could be accounted weaklings v/hen it comes to
hard drinking, the Danes possibly being the most abstemious,
despite Hamlet's,
'•This heavy-headed revel east and v/est
Makes us t'raduc'd and tax'd of other nations:
They clepe us drunkards"
The Danes and Norv/egians have a greater love for and an
awareness of superstition and the supernatural. The Sv;edes
are the most scientific-minded. The Norwegians are definite-
ly the most interested in politics and religion and love to
argue about them. Christian Pederson says, "'V7e Norv:egians
are always ready to get into a religious discussion, hov/ever
great heathen v;e may be.*"-^ The Swedish, possibly, even more
than the rest, may look upon the -person getting on materially
as the better character, regardless of his spiritual bank-
^Ager, op. cit. , p. 289
I
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ruptcy. Tn Windg of Spring: Jan has been swindled out of hi?
land. The attitude of hie Sv/edi^h neic^hbor? is significant
those who amounted to somethinf^ approved of the smartness
of Weborg, although he was dishonest,-^
It is not strange that a love for the sea is especially
characteristic of the Danes and Norv^egians, people who spent
much time "on blue water in the morning of the v/orld," The
Danes have a great fondness for bargaining and trading.""
Danes also pick up English profanity very quickly.*^ They all
seem to like singing and robust laughter the Norv?egians
emerging as the most fun- loving.
All are interested in education. All three appear to
have great adaptability and assimilation to their new country
They are not wont to be temperamental or extremists — as a
race, they should not be vi^earing.
-'-Havighurst, The Winds of Spring
, p. 120.
^Simonsen, op. cit. , p. 22,
jibid ,^ p. 24.
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CHAPTER IX
C0N"^IBUTT0X5
Perhapp no other immigrant nationality has been puch a
factor, has made puch polid achievement? en marge to America.
It ie not Ftrange, for wherever thi? race ha? settled, from
their earliest adventurous era, it has left imprints. This
time it v;as on the fair and fertile land of America. Their
part in opening and building up the West and the Northv^est
v/as prodigious. They were a pov^erful force in cutting mil-
lions of acres of timber. They were builders of roads. They
were the tamers of the prairie. The Scandinavians certainly
developed a core of our country — the "bread basket" of
America indeed'. At least twice, Rttlvaag, refers to "Nor-
wegians as a fertilizer, giving strength and virility to the
grov/th which was to come,"-^
Biologically, a race of such physica.1 vigor and stamina
is most welcome and one is glad of their large families.
Then, too, it is good for a nation whose gods are energy, ac-
tion, and efficiency to have a strong infusion of a people
who are not temperamental, v/ho are comfortable and sound,
who have a natural gaiety and a simple, wholesome zest for
life, America is also fortunate in having such a goodly num-
Ip.Blvaag, Peder Victorious , r^. 195.
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ber of people v.'ho have come from democratic, freedom- loving
countries, such a? Norv/ay, Sv;eden, and Denmark have been
pince time immemorial. Such a -oeople vill be the lapt to bov/
to foe? of liberty and democracy.
These Viking-Americanr have helped to make the United
State? a country where one can live rationally and pleasant-
ly. They are the backbone of America. Solid, honest, de-
pendable, they are still doing their share as farmers, dairy-
men, fishermen, carpenters, domestics, store-ovners , business
and professional men, and best of all, as plain everyday
folks vho go about their business matter-of-coursely , and
like Mama in Mama's Bank Account always find, that, in the
last analysis, "Life is good."l
Off and on the vriter has been entertaining herself by
conducting a sort of small Gallup doII, asking people for a
quick reaction to, "V^Tiat do the v/ords, Scandinavian-American
mean to you?" One fast glib ansv/er was "white, ice, cold,
water, sturdy, tall, blond," A doctor said he thought of
them as clean, healthy living peoDle. A young high school
girl said she thought of gay peasant costumes. "Sv.-edes,
Norwegians, and Danes" v^as the guileless response of another
high school gii-l. For a more mature girl, the words conjured
up athletes, tall, blond, handsome men and women, lovely
-Forbes, op. cit. , n. 47,
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smells in a Svedish delicatessen store and "Kristin Lav-
ransdatter," (Very likely, the Scandinavian without the hy-
phen was by now uppermost in her mind.) A. middle-aged v;oman
said that Lhey viere very hard-v/orking people and even more
Scotch than she was. And there are no words for the lov^
character v;ho mumbled "sardines." It was fun doing this
and yet, these qualities are the salient ones that emerge
from the reading of these books, so it seems that the books
have been quite accurate and balanced in their presentation
or mayhap the Scandinavian-American has been merely living
up to the portraiture therein depicted.
Mildred Jordan in her charming little folktale of the
Pennsylvania Dutch, Apple in the Attic ^ Fays, "If Few Eng-
land's Puritans have been the soul of America, then I think
the Pennsylvania Dutch have been the heart." Perhaps it
v,'ould be permissible and appropriate to add, then the V/est
and Northv'est Viking-Americans have been the strong, healthy,
and beautiful body of America.
"Fortunate country that receives he?*rts like Alexan-
dra's into its bosom, to give them out again in the
yellow wheat, in the rustling corn, in the shiny
eyes of youth."!
Gather, 0 Pioneers '. , pp. 308, 309.
T
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CHAPTiilR X
APraAISAL OF BOOKS
This chapter serves several purposes, the chief one
being to provide the general reader, student, teacher,
librarian, with a ready tool or quick means in directing
and guiding hira in reading for pleasure or enlightenment.
The appraisal emohasis has been chiefly on the contents
what they may succinctly reveal to the reader: the type of
novel, its locale, its outstanding characteristics, lit-
erary value and flavor. In short, they are miniature book
reviews, with particular accent on the disclosing faculties
of the books — those which have been most or least pro-
ductive and functional in revealing the Scandinavian-Amer-
ican via the modern American novel. It has also been
deemed desirable to include here an evaluation of these
novels in American literature. Then, too, this has seemed
an ideal place to secure the knots in one's weaving, to
gather up the scattered and elusive bits, lest any fragment
be lost,
Norwegians
There is no other writer who has interpreted the Vi-
king-American for American readers like Qle S, Rolvaag, A
Viking-American himself, RSlvaag came to this country from
a fishing settlement on the coast of Norway, almost where
e
the Arctic circle begins. He landed in New York with a dime,
no English, and a railroad ticket to South Dakota. VvTien he
arrived in South Dakota he walked all night across the prai-
rie until he found Norwegian settlers. He washed dishes in
a restaurant, worked as a laborer, a factory hand, and tend-
ed bar in a saloon. He lived to occuoy the Chair of Liter-
ature in St. Olaf college with many degrees*
Rolvaag knows the people about whom he writes, and they
live vibrantly in his great saga. He also knows the Amer-
ican prairie, which seems almost to be the chief character
in his greatest book G-iants in the Earth . This novel has
often been compared with The Emigrants of Bojer. Both are
novels of stature; both are concerned with the Norwegian in
America in the latter half of the nineteenth century.
Bojer* s novel is the story of emigrants, as the title states.
These are Norwegians shown in their native setting of Nor-
way. They emigrate and come to the new world, but the ties
with the old world are strong. They are never completely
broken. One is not sure that Morten Kvidal will not leave
America and go back to Norway for good. The old world never
leaves the novel. They are emigrants — not immigrants.
Giants in the Earth is the story of the American prai-
rie and the pioneers who came to it. These people are Scan-
dinavian-Americans, from the joy and pride of Per Hansa in
his American acres to T8nseten in his eagerness to leave old
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coiontry ways and to be American in all things, America
the new land rims through the novel like a gleaming thread.
This book has a unique history. The material is American,
dealing with one of the most characteristically American
episodes in our history. It was written by a Norwegian im-
migrant in the Norwegian language and gained recognition
first in Norway, (The unusualness of the background makes
one think of Conrad and his novels,)
In comparing Peder Victorious with Giants in the Barth ,
one thinks of it as an extension or offspring, and different
as offspring are from parents — yet of the same stock. It
is different, but artistically and truly good in its differ-
ence. It is a development and in a sense a refinement of
the first book. In Giants in the Earth there is a vast,
sweeping epic. The prairie, as the heath in The Return of
the Native is the real leading character. It beggars imag-
ination colossal, no living thing on the prairie, no in-
sect or bird — a total absence of the animal kingdom. Man-
kind dares to come in, bringing his few animals virith him.
Of course, the Indian has passed through, but he did not set
tie, he left no mark on the prairie, so it v/as in every
sense, virgin soil. This little band which comes in, is in
an eerie sense, an usurper. What price the prairie? The
intruders pay in harship, in struggle with the elements —
especially, snow and cold. Considering everything, they
ee
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bore thelocusts and grasshoppers well. Tliis grandeur, this
sweep of something elemental, immense is the tone of Giants
in the Earth j but Peder Victorious is the fruition of man's
labor; there is a refinement, a progress in civil living,
a building up; the houses are large and made of timber; the
barns are snug and clean; the animals have multiplied; there
are schools; the Dakota prairie now becomes something which
can be enjoyed.
Incidentally, the Indians never did materialize in
Giants in the Barth
,
except for the incident of the Indian
camp when Per Hansa healed a dying Indian, In that sense,
the book promised more than it fulfilled, but on the other
hand it v/as not a thriller, but a true account of the set-
tling in the Vvest, These tvi^o books should not be separated,
the development is too artistically sound and good. Through
the two, one can see and feel and smell the development of
a civilization, or rather the transplanting of a civiliza-
tion and its subsequent rooting and growth in a new and un-
tamed environments
Their Fathers God deals v;ith the conflict ensuing from
the marriage of Norwegian-Lutheran Peder Holm to Irish-Cath-
olic Susie Doheny, This doubly-mixed marriage was a failure
and shows both Peder and Susie narrow and intolerant. The
latter even was treacherous to her husband when he v/as run-
ning for olTice, Intermarriage did not prove to be an
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amalgamating factor, but only brought out and sharpened
racial and religious differences. This novel shows the in-
terest in politics by the Horwegians and gives evidences of
their leadership in that field. Beret, Peder's mother, has
mellowed in some respects and become much nicer. There were
many facets to her character, yet through it all was that
hard, unbreakable strain, that unwillingness first to be a
pioneer, second to be an American. Their Fathers' God is
the least forceful of this trilogy.
The Boat of Longing by RBlvaag is a haunting, melan-
choly, plaintive book. It is a delicate picture of a sen-
sitive, gentle-hearted, artistic lad, needing and longing
for beauty and happiness -- a boy trying to "gain his own
soul, his own self,"l and making difficult adjustments to
a nev/ land — Minnesota. A good third of the book talces
place in Norway, and it contains many exquisite descriptions
of the midnight sun, of the Lofoten Mountains, of the sea in
various moods. There are good descriptions of a fisherman's
life in a northernmost cove of Norway. It is highly poeti-
cal and mystical, full of nebulous, evanescent meanings and
beauty. A fey quality is apparent; people see non-existent
boats, hear mysterious, beautiful melodies. It does not,
however, materially advance the subject under consideration.
iRBlvaag, The Boat of Longing
, p. ll|.6
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Nevertheless, it is imoortant as prefiguring the trilogy in
its subject of immigrants and its realistic and mystical
treatment.
Pure Gold is chiefly important for its vivid illustra-
tion of a vice as the outgrowth of something good — of Nor-
wegian thrift, steadiness of purpose, growing into avarice.
l!b.e Houglums were simple, naive, childish characters, and
made a good medium on which a characteristic could batten.
It v/as not dissipated by volatility. The theme and Balza-
clan treatment is reminiscent of Arnold Bennett's Biceyman
Steps , but Earlforward* s lovable, loyal Elsie is not here to
mitigate the ugly degeneration and disintegration of the
sordid couple.
It may be heresey but Bojer's The Emig:rants (classic
that it is and written along parallel lines) suffers when
viewed in close conjunction with RBlvaag's Giants in the
Earth . About one-third of it has for its background Norway
which has a value. It did contribute a prairie fire which
was good though not to be compared with the locusts. Per
pSll's reaction to the prairie when he goes out into it and
becomes actually mad was powerful. This book's contribution
lies mostly in this character v/ho v/as utterly defeated by
the prairie immensity, and also in Morten Kvidal who felt
that he must alv;fays return to Norway, his true and beloved
country, only to find when he did so, that subconsciously
c
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the prairie had exerted its magnetic power and he had to go
back to America again, Somehov/, Bojer's book never achieves
the grandeur, the sweep, the vitality and force of Rolvaag»s
masterpiece, RBlvaag also has great artistry in evoking
suspense. One is truly glad to be among people when reading
about the approach of the Indians, No wonder a high school
boy's comment and unconscious accolade was, "It's a dandy
western!
Carl Wittke in his We ?>T20 Built America says, "The
novels of Johan Bojer and more especially those of the late
Ole RBlvaag are of more historical value in depicting the
life and psychology of the Norwegian pioneers in America
than reams of historical documents,"
The Second Generation by Anthony Rud is another tale of
the land and of greed. The background is southern Wi scone in
in the early tv/entieth century and there are fine descrip-
tions of the processes of tobacco grooving, cultivating, har-
vesting, and curing, Einar Merssen exemplifies all the un-
attractive qualities of the Norwegian-Scandinavian, stubborn,
sly, grasping, calculating, avaricious, tricky, and down-
right ornery and mean. Of course, nowhere is the quality of
avarice been so isolated and treated so cons-ummately as in
RBlvaag' s Pure Gold , though Rud's book has merit in this
direction. The book, however, is limited from the noint of
view of broader ramifications of the subject.
rc
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The Blue Cloak by Temple Bailey is a modern light love
story with all the traditional decorimis and traT:)pings ap-
pertaining to the Viking, from the name of the tall, red-
haired protagonist, Erik Thoresen, to the blue-cloaked
carved goddess-figure at the prow of his custom-made ship.
The Blue Cloak did bring out one fact that was practically
nonexistent in the rest of the bibliography. (Perhaps this
is merely another storied banality of the book,) Neverthe-
less, what has happened to the Norse love of the sea, an
element which has shaped their lives? Paradoxically, these
sea-kings and fisher-folk of yore have become inlanders.
VlTiy did not these people who have the sea in their blood
transmit their restlessness to their sons and their sons*
sons? Perhaps it has been a transference of one love and
occupation to another in v/hich the prairie-schooner was the
longship, and the prairie was the sea to them, to be made to
"stand and deliver," (It is interesting to note in this
connection that Scandinavia is a northwest country of Europe
and that the Scandinavian movement in America was primarily
west -- northv/est,) Perhaps, Jo, the schoolmaster, in The
Emigrants has a moie poetic explanation,
"Now I see why it required mountain folk and sailors to
conquer the prairiel Their knapsacks and their hearts were
full of the wild scenery of the old country, and they lived
on it, summers and vtdnters alike. The mountains and the sea
rescued the plain, Vi/'hat a poem it would makel"!
Bo je r. The Emigrants, p, 310,
rc
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There are doubtless many Norwegian fishermen and sea-
faring men of all kinds in America, but from these novels
the Norse-American emerges as a comolete and satisfied
landsman,
A Little Norsk by Hamlin G-arland is a slight sentimen-
tal book virith a Bret Harte flavor in speech, humor, and at-
mosphere, A good feeling of life on the remorseless Dakota
prairie is given as lived by tv/o bachelors, but the book is
not at all important as depicting the evolution of any phase
of the thesis concerning the Scandinavian-American, Flaxen
became as indispensable as Eppie to Silas Marner. A little
girl of any nationality, however, could have done as much in
changing the habits and lives of the two men,
1 Sit Alone by Waldemar A'^er (a talented Wisconsin edi-
tor) is written with delightful humor and graceful, genial
irony reminiscent of Stephen Leacock, a type of humor unus-
ual in a Norwegian writer. It relates with a light, deli-
cate touch of a sensitive, harrowed, badgered soul, that
found peace of mind on the Dakota prairie. On several scores^
this book has been a welcome and valuable addition. It has
contributed qualities of Norwegian melancholy and spiritual-
ity to the over-all picture.
Seedtime and Harvest by Pratt is a simple, earthy tale
dealing with a Norwegian family in Michigan, but it is
nothing more than the narration of the never-ending chores
rc
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and daily duties pertaining to a farm, together with Else's
futile attempts to escape its drudgery and continuous round
of childbearing. It v/ould be the same about any Tarming
people. It is of very little value in disclosing the Scan-
dinavian-American under any of the headings under investiga-
tion, except the appearance of the ubiquitous coffee.
Of Martha Ostenso»s three books dealing with Norwegians,
Wild G-ees e is the well-told and striking story of a tyrant,
farmer Caleb G-are, and the methods he used to terrorize and
subjugate members of his intimate household, as well as any
outside people he could get in his grasp. He is not typical
of any race — he would be the same in any nationality. The
book adds little to the purpose of the thesis.
Dark Dawn is somewhat more rewarding. It is a novel
having a strong aura or atmosphere, but mainly concerned
with non-Scandinavians. Mons Tor son, of course, was an im-
portant character and typically Scandinavian in his stub-
bornness, his living alone right next to nature. When he
did not fight back at Lucian, but obstinately took the beat-
ing -- when physically he could have torn the boy to bits --
he was a Scandinavian ox, integrity intact. Also the sim-
pleness, the humility of the Scandinavian-American is shown
more in this book than the other. Martha Ostenso has a
iiapp:/ turn of phrase.
0 River, Remember! is of great value and brought the
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reader close to the Scandinavian-American. The background
is laid in Minnesota from the iSyO's to the present and dis-
closes by flashback technique the conflict between the ac-
quisitive Norwegian Vinges and the artistic Irish Shaleens,
Magdali Vinge came to America to have many children and
wealth. By dint of courage and cunning she amasses that
wealth and she has the children. Her ability to recognize
the value of the land along the proposed railroad, her sharp-
ness in finding out j''^st where to buy it, the clarity of her
vision, the keenness of her mind and the singleness of her
pur'oose find their ovm reward. This well-v/ritten book is an
excellent source for all facets of the subject, whether it
is customs, characteristics, propensities, contrasts*
Refreshingly told. Our Vines Have Tender Grapes by
George Martin depicts life on a farm in Wisconsin as viewed
by nine-year old Selma. It has the same simplicity and
quiet charm as that of Marjorie Rawlings' The Yearlino; , ex-
cept that it becomes rather preachy at times, and the theme,
"a little child shall lead them," is too pointed for true
artistry. The book is a pleasant guide through the four
seasons and keeps recalling David Grayson^ s essays on the
country, but the book is only indirectly revelatory of the
Scandinavian and his ways of life. The whole emphasis, af-
ter all, is on the thoughts and the reactions of the little
girl to weather, animals, and growing things in general.

'Nevertheless, one receives an impression of the sterling
qualities of the Scandinavian, his naturalness, sincerity,
and wholesoraeness — and they are still "coffee-hungry."
Mama^s Bank Account has the charm of simplicity, sweet-
ness and light. The Norwegian disclosed is naive, shrewd,
with a fund of commonsense and innate wisdom — a most de-
sirable American, Mama is all. She reminds one a great
deal of Per Hansa in Giants in the Earth , who also is ex hoc
mundo . She can fix anything everything alv/ays turns out
so perfectly in the end, which sometimes is irritating and
even cloying, (San Franciscans should adore this little
book for, to Mama, San Francisco was the world and the book
induces a distinct nostalgic feeling in anyone who has been
there. Of course, everyone falls in love with San Francls-
col) The book, while slight in size, is noteworthy because
it is one of the few books on this list that has its setting
against a present-day large city.
Swedes
Willa Gather as usual v/rites in a beautifully simnle,
lucid, restrained style. She is a distinct craftswoman, and
her books are a great pleasure. Her 0 Pioneers! and The
Song of the Lark are distinct contributions to the depiction
of the Scandinavian-ilraerican. The latter, however, is more
of a biographical novel, tracing the career of a great sing-
r€
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er from her Colorado village to her successes in opera
abroad and at home. The book of Alexandra v/ould rank per-
haps next to Rolvaag's (making allowances for size) effec-
tive delineation of the Scandinavian-American. 0 Pioneers^
delineates the Swedish farmer in ITebraska, his home, and at-
titudes of life. The contrasts, directly and indirectly
with the Bohemians and the French, are telling and valuable.
Miss Gather has a feeling and love for the land and has
transmitted it to Alexandra, who is an extraordinary char-
acter of masterfulness and tenderness,
Engstrand's Tiiej Sought for Paradise is the story of
flight from Sweden to the promised land of Illinois, The
book is noteworthy for the characterization of the hypnotic
power of the religious fanatic, Erik Jansson, and the vivid
detail of communal living in the middle of the nineteenth
century at Bishop Hill, Illinois. It has added importance
because it is based on fact. In powerful contrast with the
other books, the individuals are drawn in a divergent manner
from the usual imperturbable Swede,
Like the preceding book. Winds of Spring by Walter
Havlghurst (author and professor of English at Miami Univer-
sity, Ohio), is memorable because Margaret and Jan are draira
from two true characters who came to Wisconsin to live, the
beautiful Margretta Walberg and Thure Kumlien. (His life is
related in a chapter of Upper Mississippi by Mr. Havighurst.'
r
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Thure KiJinlien read Frithiof's Sap;a as he plov/ed and his
knowledge v/as even more fabulous than Jan's. The book has
been not only deli2:;htful reading, but a most useful source
of enlightenment concerning the Scandinavian-American in the
middle of the nineteenth century.
Another novel of the soil. Red Rust by Cornelia Cannon,
synchronizes immigration and v;estT/ard expansion," referred
to by Professor Havighurst as the two greatest themes in
American history,! Matts Sv/enson, a yoimg Swedish farmer,
was a most lovable and upstanding hero, with deep innate
wisdom and a consum^ing thirst for knov/ledge. He embodied in
himself the scientilic curiosity that Swedes ol'ten possess.
By patient, constant experimentation of crossing and selec-
tion, he finally evolved a blend of a native American wheat
with a sturdy Swedish importation that could withstand the
dreaded red rust. There is a captivating analogy in which
the hybrid American nation is compared to the hybrid, hardy,
new kind of wheat. Unpretentious, and even sentimental at
times, the book imbues the reader with a sunny feeling.
V/hile not of significant literary merit, the book has been
most worthwhile from point of view of the subject under
discussion.
The supreme impression one receives from Edna Ferber's
book. Come and Get It, is that the Scandinavian-Americans
•^Havighurst, Upper Mississippi, p. 2[j.l»
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are magnificent and superb in physique. Swan Bostrom, his
daughter, Karie and his granddaughter, Lotta, think of
themselves, "as strong as woods oxes,"-^ and there is a sur-
charged, ebullient quality about their strength* Miss Per-
ber tells directly, succinctly about the traits and habits
of the Scandinavian — the reader does not have to dig.
Here, too, the Swedish manner of speaking is reproduced with
its "iss," "yust," "wass," and its characteristic sing-song
inflection is mentioned. As in Fireweed there is a goodly
flavor of timber and the lumberjack. The forest as well as
the prairie has ever been the domain and stronghold of these
Americans from Scandinavia, What Miss Perber said about
Karie Lindbeck could well serve as a concise, realistic
testimonial about the average Scandinavian-American, "blunt,
hearty, zestful, common as the earth, and as sustaining,
This book conveys to the reader a superlative savor and feel
of the north country middle-class Swedish home,
A small lumbering town in upper Michigan is the scene
of Mildred Walker's Fireweed , This and Come and Get Itl
supplement and complement one another both in the delinea-
tion of the part the Swede has played in the logging indus-
try as well as the mores and traits in general. Both have
-•-Perber, op. cit ,, p, I7I
2lbid., p. 352.
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proved gainful studies. The analogy to the new generation
being like fireweed,-'- pretty and fragile looking, but sturdy
at the roots, spreading over the country and covering the
charred trees, makes a provocative and encouraging contempla-
tion.
Ethel Hueston's Swedey is also of little consequence.
Once again, however, the beauty of the Scandinavian woman is
brought home golden hair, pearly skin, alabaster neck,
deep translucent blue eyes. Here is demonstrated in an al-
most extreme fashion the tranquility and calm imperviousness
commonly associated v/ith the Scandinavian, until deep and
self-sacrificing love shakes this undine soul.
At first reading it appeared that Lummox was chiefly a
sociological novel, decrying the conditions of the domestic
servant. Then later one realized how utterly it isolated
the Scandinavian and in one person gave a perfect example of
the type. Bertha »s background was not known. What her
nationality was no one knew. Yet, everyone was sure she was
a Swede, no one but a Viking, v/hich she was so decidedly,
that and no othero Her stature, her bigness, her blonde-
ness, her physical strength, her endurance, her feeling but
her inarticulateness,, Although she was potentially an
artist, a musician, she could not express herself in the
simplest way. Through her,, she bequeathed that artistry to
•Walker, op. cit., p. 8.
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a son who could and did express himself. He, of course, had
the richness of other blood and a most favorable environment;
Lummox deserves special mention and attention because
it is the only book that treats at length of the Scandina-
vian-American as a servant-girl, which has been a common
occupation with them, and in giving such a true, pure exam-
ple of a Scandinavian, a great lump, a lummox, a square-head,
Panny Hurst has outdone herself and has written beautifully,
poetically, and even mystically. One v/ould like to mention
that Fanny Hurst considers this a "love-child." There is a
bounding, rhythmic quality throughout the book. Lummox is
a book of distinction.
Danes
Dr. Sophus Winther, himself a Dane from a Nebraska farm
and professor of English Literature at the University of
Washington, is the author of Take All to Nebraska
, Mortgage
Your Heart , and This Passion Never Dies . His trilogy tries
to do for the Danes in America what RSlvaag does for the
Norwegians in America. It is inferior, however, both in con-
cept and in execution, but anything is a descent from the
mountain. Still the books are valuable as disclosing the
traits of the Danish pioneers together with being the only
comprehensive presentation. As in most series, the first
book is the best.
Take All to Nebraska is the dispassionate account of a

Danish imraigrant faraily^s struggles beginning in I898 with
the soil of Nebraska plus the additional burden of antagon-
istic Americans and greedy comDatriots* Peter G-rimsen and
his six sons found farm life arduous and grim, Mrs, Grim-
sen's patience and resourcefulness meeting and solving the
many trials was remarkable. Mortgage Your Heart continues
the heart-rending labors of the Grimsens through 1917« The
Grimsen boys are growing up, becoming typical Americans
with the usual adolescent difficulties and rebellions. The
Americanization of the family is concluded amid depressing
circrjfistances in This Passion Mever Dies , The end of the
trilogy brings one back to the beginning, and the cycle is
completed when another immigrant family comes to the old
Grimsen farm and all the struggles are renewed.
Although at times somewhat lacking in character motiva-
tion, the books seem well thought out with a store of mater-
ial of Scandinavian persevering efforts for cleanliness,
education, and the simple, wholesome things of life.
Throughout the trilogy, the love of democracy, equal oppor-
tunity for all, is the beacon by which these immigrants
steer their rocky course. These books have been ideal from
the point of view of the outline.
Kaup's Not for the Meek is a complete character delin-
eation, portraying the development of a Danish immigrant
into an industrial tycoon. Martin Lyndendaal's thoughts in

flash-back form show not only the grov/th of a man of steel
but also the growth of steel in America during the last
fifty years, from the mills of Pittsburgh to the board of
directors' table of New York City, Typical Danish quali-
ties are embodied in poles-apart personalities; in Martin
through industry, strength, perseverance; in Axel through
spiritual strength, mental agility, meekness. Primarily,
Martin's success story. Not for the Meek is meaty material
for the purpose at hand. The length of the book is miti-
gated by absorbing narrative and clarity of style, the
theme showing the futility of material acquisitions.
The Clodhopper by Sigurd Simonsen is so unadorned and
plain a nai'rative that is seems more like non-fiction, A
sod-buster's life is depicted in Minnesota from I888 on
through the early part of the twentieth century. It is a
short book, excellent for a quick, matter-of-fact presenta-
tion of Danish characteristics.
What is the place of these novels in American litera-
ture? V/here do they stand in relation to the novels modern
America has produced?
The place of Vvilla Cather in American fiction is in-
disputable. Without doubt, she takes rank among the fore-
m.ost American novelists. Of the same stature, approximate-
ly, is the Norwegian-American Ole E. RBlvaag and the Nor-
wegian Johan Bojer, 0 PioneersI , Giants in the Earth , and
V
The Emigrants are permanent and valuable contributions ar-
tistically and historically. They are uneclipsed in Amer-
ican fiction in depicting life on the American frontier as
Virell as immigrant reactions to the New World* Willa Gather's
The Song of the Lark , v;hile not a "growth-of-the-soil"
novel, is a distinguished classic. The other books of Rol-
vaag, Peder Victorious and Their Fathers' God ( completing
his famous saga) as well as his The Boat of Longing and
Pure Gold are likewise outstanding, if not so popular or
widely known and read as his masterpiece, the epic Giants
in the .garth *
Lower in the hierarchy are the novels of Sophus V/inther,
Edna Perber, Martha Ostenso, Walter Havighurst. Dr. Win-
ther's trilogy. Take All to Nebraska
,
Mortgage Your Heart,
This Passion Never Dies , about Danish pioneering life in
Nebraska, is entitled to a self-respecting, if not spectacu-
lar place in American literature, especially from an histori-
cal point of view, Edna Ferber's Come and Get It while not
as ascendant and popular as her Cimarron
,
Showboat or S o Big
is a novel of zest, vitality, and force, Martha Ostenso'
s
Dark Dawn , 0 River, Rememberl and V/ild Geese are also novels
of drama and power. Walter Havighurst 's book. The Winds of
Spring , based on fact, is written with sensitivity and
great perception. Elizabeth Kaup's best selling novel
Not for the Meek possesses vividness, wide scope, and fine
(.
?
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literary quality. It has a legitimate place in American
fiction. Fanny Hurst's Lummox , an unusual creation, may
be bracketed here, as she has truly surpassed herself. The
novel is worthy of more than casual attention, I Sit Alone
^
by Waldemar Ager is quite unfamiliar and quite delightful
and deserves to be better known*
Less outstanding, perhaps, are They Sought for Paradise
by Stuart Engstrand, Red Rust by Cornelia Cannon, The Second
Generation by Anthony Rud, Seedtime and Harvest by Eleanor
Pratt, and Fireweed by Mildred Walker* With the exception
of the last, the;/ may be grouped as farm life stories, in
the tradition of August Derleth and Wallace Stegner, Fire-
v/eed is reminiscent of Stewart Edward V/hite's logging
stories, even though this is quite feminine and muted and
minor in comparison.
The Blue Cloak by Temple Bailey and Swedey by Ethel
Hueston are slim indeed and have but a precarious foothold •
on the ladder of American literature, despite the authors*
popularity with those who like light love stories, A Little
Norsk by Hamlin Garland is rather a departure from this
author's best writing. There are bits of powerful realis-
tic description in his accustomed vein, but from any stand-
point, this is an inconsequential book*
The Clodhopper by Sigurd Simonsen is unknown and of
specialized significance* Unvarnished and unimportant as

ii4
it is from a literary point of view, it has a pronoimced
interest and value, historically and socially. Our Vines
Have Tender Grapes by George Martin, written with sentiment
and sensitivity, is of universal appeal in a quiet, simple,
nostalgic fashion. Mama's Bank Accoimt is a slight book,
but it is undeniably beguiling and endearing. Because of
its warmth, homeliness, "humanness", simplicity, it has won
an affectionate place in the hearts of the American people
and may eventually become a minor classic. Unquestionably,
the book "is good," Its size and charm and popularity re-
call those other perennial favorites: Let the Hurrican Roar
by Rose Wilder Lane, The Voice of Bugle Ann by Kantor
Mackinlay, Good-bye, Mr. Chips by John Hilton, and The
Portrait of Jennie by Robert Nathan,
If one were to classify the novels anatomized for this
paper in terms of movements and tendencies, they would, for
the most part fall into the realistic category, strongly
imbued with regionalism, untainted by naturalism. They are
predominantly historical, and, in the main, are notable
studies and contributions shov/ing the settlement and de-
velopment of these United States,
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IABSTRACT
Americans are all immigrants or descendants of
immigrants. Of their dreams, hopes, and ideals consists
the American pattern and culture. The iminigrant strain
is one of the unforgettable themes of our country, and when
it coincides with westward expansion, then it truly provides
"the two grand themes in our national history."^ The
Scandinavians not only received but gave of themselves for
the opportunities and privileges of America: land, educa-
tion, wealth, recognition in the community, and — most
dear to the heart of these people — a bigger, better, and
more beautiful life for their children.
What comes to mind when you think of Scandinavians?
Industry, honesty, and thrift; blond hair, blue eyes, and
cleanliness; simplicity, shrev/dness, and strength; gaily
painted emigrant chests, copper kettles, and, of course,
coffee I You think of fjords and mountains and saeters,
prairies and forests, wheat and cattle. You think of tall,
strong men and smooth, milky-white women. You think of
the Volsungs and Norse Gods and Song. Behind co-operatives
and the "middle way" lies the swan road of Eric the Red, the
serpent-ships and first crossings. Lief Ericson and Charles
Lindbergh.
Havighurst, Upper Mississippi
, p. 241.
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Ambition, desire for freedom, and the love of
democracy were the great passion? smoulder in;^ in the breast
of the Scandinavian. When he came to the nev: world, he
came directly to the place where these passions became his
prime mover. Here v-ere equal opportunities for all and
glorious independence. The prairie promised him the
wealth and the land which he v/as denied in the old country.
How must have the fertile plain lying ready to be claimed
looked to the man who carefully hoarded the earth on a
rocky Norwegian hillside? Fearful lest the storm v/ash his
carefully husbanded earth av/ay, guarding it, carrying it
from one place to another, he came to a land where the
earth lay like a banquet spread. This broad plenty was
his for the taking. The fire of ambition ran hot in his
veins. To such a man the oppressive heat and the relent-
less cold, the locust, the drought, the storm, the rat,
and the ever-present sameness, the lack of his native
mountains and the tree-clad slopes, v-ere not v/eighty and
over-whelming enough to make him lose sight of his beloved
conquest. The boundless acres of wheat rippling in the
wind, the corn sv/elling Vv-ith sweetness, the well-fed cattle
were his. They were extensions of himself. These things
were his by dint of the strength in his body and the fire
in his spirit. He v/as a conquistador, and he v/as aflame
V7ith a passion long thwarted.
For this Gargantuan achievement, the Viking-American

v;as endowed and conditioned by the rigour? of hi? native
land. Deriving from an elemental people, he felt an
affinity to nature and enjoyed being close to the soil.
In spite of all the malevolent viPitation? of impersonal
nature, he remained undaunted. Hi? perseverance carried
him through, ready to race the next trial courageou?ly.
His indefatigible industry and Titanic labor? v-ere
necessary to break and tame the prairie. Long hours, endles
acres to be cared for, lack of proper equipment, tapped his
reservoir of resourcefulness and diligence. His robust
build and strength were legendary, and what vrould have
felled an ordinary man, v-as taken in a giant's stride.
Despite his stern application, his rerard? in the beginning
v/ere small, but plodding along, thriftily and acquisitively,
he managed to exist and even made ultimate material gains.
Luckily, the monotonous tasks did not prove unendurable,
as he emanated from a people who v;ere not appalled by
repetition and routine. He loved his farm animals, knevr
how to care for them, and in return received their full
assistance.
This Scandinavian-American was not dull, clodlike,
or bleak. He had a fondness for gay colors in clothes and
furnishings. Even his food was colorful and tastefully
garnished. He had a ready laugh and loved to sing. His
was a quaint imagination, and he peopled his world v/ith

supernatural beings, troll? emerging a? hip favorite fancy
and anathema — and almost a? ubiquitous as coffee I There
is an attractive childlike quality about this Dioneer
healthy, happy, v/holesome.
His mate Vv-as likewise invested with exceptional
strength and very often vith exceptional beauty. She v/as
quick and light of step vhether goddess or nymphlike in
proportions, fair or dark. She proved a veritable help-meet
not only in the fields, but raising his m.any children, and
keeping an immaculate home for him, an outstanding tribal
trait. The children vere worthy progeny of such union and
emulated their parents in energy and strength.
The customs of the fatherland v:ere not forgotten. He
held inviolate the Old World preparation and celebration
for Christmas. Midsummer I^Tight festivities also spiced
their vork-a-day v^orld. Independence Day whether of his
native or new-found country were cause for picnics, parades,
processions, singing, and general rejoicing.
Being temperate, the Viking-American found relaxation,
solace, and vitalization in that precious, heaven-sent gift,
coffee, that heartened him to and from his endless tasks
and that was such an important beverage on all occasions.
V/hen necessity for frugality v/as over, the cuisine of the
Northman v;as rich, plentiful, hearty. Some of his dishes,
preserved from American absorption, are a gastronomic
I
adventure
.
He vap a follover of Martin Luther. He v/ap a religious,
God-fearing man, Proteus-like, "he vas at time? Democrat,
Republican, even Populiet, vjith the main trend tovard
republicanij=m. Being a land ov.Tier, he f^oon realized he
had a political stake in this nev: land. He re-.dily sought
naturalization. High educational ideals rcre part of his
heritage, and he fully realized the value of education and
etrove to inculcate learning in his children. He sent them
to school, even though in the beginning progress vras slov;
due to seasonal interruptions, vrhen the boys could not be
spared from farm duties. He, himself, learned informally
and gleaned knov'ledge from associates and even from his
children. His adaption to his American environment v/as
v>'illing, quick, and succeppful. Almost too eagerly he
truncated or metamorphosed his name and Fometiraes his
personality.
Cards, dancing, theatricals, In the earlier decades
v/ere under interdict, but even then, the social life of the
Scandinavian-American was not too austere; Sunday dinner
gatherings, weddings, christenings, picnic lunches, fairs
and carnivalF, as well as the communal activities of barn-
raising or threshing were samples of recreation and enter-
tainment.
Not as impulsive, vivacious, wdtty, facilely ?ympatheti|,
and blithe as some races, the American from Scandinavia was
c
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a well-balanced, calm, and comfortable addition to the
beautiful and diversified raopaic that is America,
The Viking-American left his impress as he did of old.
This time it vas on the beautiful, spacious, and bountiful
land of America, His strength and his life blood v^ent into
her farms and her granaries, it heved 6o\m her forests, and
it helped build her roads. It changed the v^^ilderness and
made it truly a land of milk and honey — and a land of
bread vhich is the staff of life. He entered into her
political life and into her fields of education. He brought
his rich new blood and his strength, as of a Forse god, to
the vast, strong land that awaited him — almost as a bride
awaits a bridegroom — mighty and strong were they both
and from them issued a nev" kind of land and a nev: kind of
people.
An appraisal of books has been given and chiefly
stressed from the standpoint of the revelation afforded by
their contents. Their subject matter has been thoroughly
sifted for Scandinavian characteristics, customs, folk v^ays,
personality and racial propensities. Those Interested in
the Scandinavian-American per se or in the role he has
played in the development of our country vrill here find a
compact exposition and portraiture of the Viking-American
through the medium of the modem American novel. Likevrise,
there has been an evaluation of the books as to their
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relative value in modem American literature. The familiar
and distinguished i'i<^re of* Willa Gather ha? "been uped as
a pivot, Vv'ith Ole RtJlvaag and Johan Bojer emerging as
equally notable wi'iters, making marked contributions to
the American novel. The other novels have been treated in
proportion to their importance.
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